
There are few marketplaces with the
adrenalin-pumped atmosphere as whole-
sale auto auctions – vehicles of every
make, age and condition being eye-balled
by anxious bidders looking for a bargain,
either attending in person or watching
online. People bid for various reasons –
for resale, to repair and recondition, for
export, to part out and for scrap value.
The bidding is fast and furious, and
informed buyers across the country settle
baseline values for the used vehicle
market.  

Auctions are essential to recycling
vehicles, not just used cars and light
trucks, but all types of commercial vehi-
cles and what are termed “toys” in the
business – most anything on wheels from
used boats on trailers to motorcycles,
motorhomes, house trailers and the occa-
sional lawn tractor.  

There are two distinct types of auc-
tions – rolling and salvage. At rolling
auctions, most used vehicles drive
through lanes, have clean titles and are
sold for reuse. Rolling auctions also sell
vehicles with branded titles – salvage,
reconstructed, or theft recovery/stolen
vehicles and these conditions are
announced at time of sale. Due to the
small number of branded vehicles at
rolling auctions, not all vehicles are
repairable and have clean titles. 

At salvage auctions, most vehicles
are undrivable, have state-issued salvage
certificates and are largely sold for parts
and recycling. There is a confusion of
terms between the two auction types,
however, rolling auctions also categorize
vehicles as salvage, but they are
repairable ones with clean titles. Con-
versely, a small percentage of salvage
auction vehicles have clean titles.   

Rolling auctions
Members of the National Auto Auc-

tion Association (NAAA) represent
rolling auction companies. These 317
members comprise the largest association
of brick-and-mortar auto auctions in
North America, which represented $81
billion of auction sales in 2010. 14.1 mil-
lion vehicles entered the NAAA auctions
during 2010 resulting in 8.4 million units
sold. “We are the pulse of the wholesale

market and vehicle prices are set by the
auto auction industry,” said Frank Hack-
ett, executive director of NAAA.  

“Auction volumes are off, but they
are off right along with the rest of the
automotive industry,” Hackett went on.
“But our volumes have not been
impacted as much as the used car busi-
ness. Part of the problem with our vol-

ume is the shortage of cars. I think the
Cash for Clunkers Program had some
impact on our industry. It took cars off
the road that people could afford to drive
and impacted dealers that could have sold
those cars. Maybe it was good for the sal-
vage industry, but the program could
have been better by not killing all of
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United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) administrator
Lisa P. Jackson, general services
administrator Martha N. Johnson, and
White House council on environmen-
tal quality chair Nancy Sutley were
joined by the CEOs of Dell Inc. and
Sprint, and senior executives from
Sony Electronics to release the Obama
Administration’s “National Strategy
for Electronics Stewardship” – a strat-
egy for the responsible electronic
design, purchasing, management and
recycling that will promote the bur-
geoning electronics recycling market
and jobs of the future here at home. 

National
e-recycling
strategy
supported

Auto auctions in the digital age

Salvage auction inventory is displayed for pre-inspection by potential bidders.

See AUTO AUCTIONS, Page 6

See E-RECYCLING, Page 4
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Recovering auto metals
from the Joplin tornado
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Wadley, Georgia

Recycling Equipment Sales, Inc.
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The Enviro-Rack is the most superior 
auto fluid removal and dismantling 

system on the market today.

Complete fluid removal in less than 5 minutes!Complete fluid removal in less than 5 minutes!

DOOSAN EXCAVATOR | IRON AX SHEAR PACKAGESDOOSAN EXCAVATOR | IRON AX SHEAR PACKAGES

All shears feature
360° continuous rotation.

For quick, constant, and consistent scrap-handling For quick, constant, and consistent scrap-handling 
applications that require extensive reach, maximum applications that require extensive reach, maximum 

visibility and stability, nothing can compare to a visibility and stability, nothing can compare to a 
material handler that we design and produce. material handler that we design and produce. 
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Recycling proves to be
financially beneficial to
municipalities in Maine

Because the people of Cape Eliza-
beth, Portland, Scarborough, and South
Portland participated in recycling, their
municipalities avoided paying a total sum
of $1,039,632 in waste disposal costs over
12 months. 

“Recycling makes a real difference to
the bottom line,” said City of Portland’s
director of Public Services Michael Bobin-
sky. He explained that, from July 1, 2010
through June 30, 2011, the residents and
businesses of Portland separated 5,358
tons of recyclable material from their trash
and “since every ton of trash costs the City
$88 for disposal, we avoided paying
$471,504.” There is potential for even
greater financial benefit if Portland’s 35
percent recycling rate grows.

Similar, proportional benefits were
experienced in the smaller communities of
Cape Elizabeth, which had a recycling rate
of 33 percent and avoided costs of
$111,056; Scarborough, with a recycling
rate of 34 percent and avoided costs of
$240,504; and South Portland, with a recy-

cling rate of 28 percent and avoided costs
of $216,568.

All four municipalities are owners of
ecomaine, the nonprofit entity that handles
both their disposal and recycling. Eco-
maine’s general manager, Kevin Roche,
noted that even a small increase in a com-
munity’s recycling percentage can yield
significant financial benefits. With just a 2
percent increase, for example, South Port-
land would have saved an additional
$4,331, Cape Elizabeth an additional
$2,221, Scarborough an additional $4,810,
and Portland an additional $9,430. “That’s
why raising community awareness of
recycling is so important,” said Roche.
“We want everyone to understand that
recycling is an advantage for their commu-
nities ecologically and economically, and
that with single-sort technology, it
couldn’t be easier to participate.” 

Statistics for each of ecomaine’s
39 recycling communities are updated
monthly and can be viewed at
www.ecomaine.org.

Unifi opens Repreve Recycling
Unifi, Inc. celebrated the official

opening of its Repreve Recycling Center.
The $8 million investment will allow the
company to expand production capacities
of its Repreve recycled fiber.

Repreve is a recycled polyester and
nylon fiber that can be used in a wide
range of applications, including apparel,
automotive, seating and paneling fabrics. 

The 50,000 square foot recycling cen-
ter enables Unifi to recycle post-industrial
and post-consumer polyester waste, and in
the future, fabrics and garments. The goal
of the facility is to expand production
capacities and capabilities, improve fiber
color and drive volume growth for
improved economics.  
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The announcement included the
first voluntary commitments made by
Dell, Sprint and Sony to EPA’s industry
partnership aimed at promoting envi-
ronmentally sound management of used
electronics. The Administration’s strat-
egy also commits the federal govern-
ment to take specific actions that will
encourage the more environmentally
friendly design of electronic products,
promote recycling of used or discarded
electronics, and advance a domestic
market for electronics recycling that
will protect public health and create
jobs.

Every year, Americans generate
almost 2.5 million tons of used elec-
tronics, which are made from valuable
resources such as precious metals and
rare earth materials, as well as plastic
and glass. From computers and cell
phones, to portable communication and
music devices – the  United States is,
and will continue to be, a global leader
in designing and developing new and
improved electronic technologies. 

The responsible management of
electronics provides an opportunity to
create economic development and jobs
by developing a strong domestic elec-
tronics recycling market while prevent-
ing pollution at home and abroad.  

As outlined in the strategy report,
the federal government will: 

•Promote the development of more
efficient and sustainable electronic
products; 

•Direct federal agencies to buy,
use, reuse and recycle their electronics
responsibly; 

•Support recycling options and sys-
tems for American consumers; and 

•Strengthen America’s role in the
international electronics stewardship
arena.  

Under the new strategy, the United
States General Services Administration
(GSA) will remove products that do not
comply with comprehensive and energy
efficiency or environmental perform-
ance standards – from its information
technology purchase contracts used by
federal agencies, and will ensure that
all electronics used by the Federal gov-
ernment are reused or recycled
properly. 

In addition, EPA and GSA will
promote development of new environ-
mental performance standards for cate-
gories of electronic products not
covered by current standards. Several
federal agencies will work together to
identify methods for tracking used elec-
tronics in Federal agencies to move
toward reuse and recycling.

A key component of this strategy
includes the use of certified recyclers
and increasing safe and effective man-
agement and handling of used electron-
ics in the United States and working
with industry in a collaborative manner
to achieve that goal. As a first step in
this effort, EPA administrator Jackson
in Austin, Texas signed a voluntary
commitment with Dell Inc. CEO
Michael Dell and Sprint CEO Dan
Hesse to promote a United States-based
electronics recycling market. Sony
Electronics Inc. representatives were
also present and also committed to
improving the safe management of used
electronics.  

This collaboration with industry
aims to encourage businesses and con-
sumers to recycle their electronics with
certified recyclers, and for electronic
recyclers to become certified. There are
two existing domestic third-party certi-
fication recycling entities, R2 and E-
Stewards. The electronics recycling
industry is increasingly embracing
these certification programs. Certified
recyclers are regularly audited by these
certification entities to ensure that elec-
tronics are recycled in a manner that is
safe for human health and the environ-
ment. 

As the next steps in this collabora-
tive effort, EPA will continue to work
with industry to encourage other com-
panies to voluntarily commit to help
grow the domestic recycling market,
create the green jobs of the future in the
United States and educate consumers. 

“A robust electronics recycling
industry in America would create new
opportunities to efficiently and prof-
itably address a growing pollution
threat,” said EPA administrator Lisa P.
Jackson. 

WE NEED REBUILDABLE
ALLIGATOR SHEARS

& Aluminum Can Densifiers!

We sell McIntyre Alligator Shears
Strip-Tec Wire Strippers & Wire Granulators

Horizontal Balers, WIDE MOUTH, some with 
conveyors, AVAIL. NOW, as is or RECOND.!
Large selection of GOOD, used DOWNSTROKE balers.  

NONFERROUS BALERS

Equipment MANUALS Available - CALL

NEW 8” ALLIGATOR SHEARS
in stock! 

7”, USA-made. 220v.
NEW #7 Hydraulic
Alligator Shear

 AL-CAN DENSIFIER: CP1000, Completely Reconditioned.

Hammermill Shredder, 
Small Complete System Call!

CALLSHAUGHNESSY.COM

800-549-0490
716-646-4133 USA, all 50 & CAN

mobile
716-913-1600

Hamburg, NY

Our 20th Year - Thanks to You!

We need logger balers for rebuild! Call with details.

We rebuild all 
Hi-Density BRIQUETTERS

closed door, large bore cylinders, reconditioned,

under $62k!

MAC PORTABLE:
Late 80s, runs, 

AS-IS for under $50K.
GREAT
BUYS!

MAGNETS / GRAPPLES - NEW
Call now!

$5,000
plus freight!

Balemaster 900 Series
High Density, open end, auto tie,

 reconditioned!

Loader, Hough w/Bucket & FORKS. 
Good condition..........$16,500

ALCAN Flattener / Blower CP200, reconditioned!

For numerous links to additional
information, view this article on
www.AmericanRecycler.com.

E-recycling
■Continued from Page 1

TFC Recycling, a waste solutions and
recycling service in the Mid-Atlantic,
unveiled its first truck powered by com-
pressed natural gas (CNG).    

During an open house at its Chesa-
peake headquarters, TFC displayed the
new vehicle, which will have a lower car-
bon footprint because it burns 30 percent
cleaner than diesel fuel and will also gen-
erate 15 percent less noise. TFC plans to
purchase more CNG powered trucks.

“CNG is a domestic renewable
energy source with substantial proven
reserves in this country,” said Michael
Benedetto, president of TFC Recycling,
which collects and processes materials in
Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Chesapeake,
Portsmouth, Suffolk and throughout Cen-
tral Virginia and Northeastern North Car-
olina. “Maintenance costs are lower and
unlike petroleum fuels, the price of CNG
can be fixed. But beyond the business ben-
efits, this renewable energy source is just
better for the community because of its
lower emissions. We can’t wait to have a
full fleet of CNG trucks someday.”

TFC Recycling
unveils private
CNG-powered
collection truck
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Hydraulic Magnets
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Magnet Grapple

24v DC Battery
Operated Magnet

   Hook up two hydraulic lines 
and your system is running!
Quick install & removal, great 
for rapid attachment swaps.

Mobile Hydraulic Shears 
from 1 to 10 ton,  Very high closing force, with 
or without rotation, reversible shear blades.

www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com
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DTE Energy has a program to pick
up and recycle old refrigerators and
freezers. If a consumer buys a new
refrigerator or freezer after July 26 at a
participating Sears store, they can select
a convenient time for a crew to deliver
the new unit to their home, and haul
away the old unit, free of charge.
Replacing an old inefficient refrigerator
or freezer can save customers as much
as $150 per year on energy costs.

The program, which is part of the
Your Energy Savings initiative at DTE
Energy, has recycled 35,000 older
refrigerators and freezers since it began
in 2009. All of the recycled collected
appliances are taken apart at a recycling
plant in Livonia, operated by JACO
Environmental. Ninety-five percent of
the materials in the refrigerators are
recycled, and various hazardous materi-
als properly handled.

Program participants will receive
their $40 reward by mail in 4 to 6
weeks.

DTE Energy
recycles
35,000 units
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those engines. There were many cars
that the auctions could have handled –
this reduced our volume.”

According to NAAA, the demand
for used vehicles remained strong in
2010. Prices actually increased by 5.6
percent during 2010 to an average sales
price of $9,614, even though gross vol-
ume was down 1.9 percent compared to
2009. 

Vehicles are consigned to NAAA
auctions from several sources. Dealer-
consigned vehicles represented the
largest number of vehicles sold with a
44.4 percent share, followed by fleet
lease at 43.7 percent and factory vehi-
cles at 8.9 percent. Only 3.1 percent
come from other sources.  

All 317 NAAA members also hold
online auctions. Of the $81 billion 2010
sales, $19 billion was attributed to 1.3
million vehicles sold via the internet.
This is a significant change in the auc-
tion industry over the past few years. In
2003, electronic sales represented only
about 1 percent of total industry sales,
but by 2010 it rose to nearly 16 percent
and this robust trend is likely to
continue. 

Over the past decade, computer
technology has revolutionized the auc-
tion business and vehicle consignors,
both for exchange of information within
the industry and by using Internet por-
tals to make remote and proxy bidding
more convenient. 

Atlanta-based AutoIMS, a subscrip-
tion database tool, has emerged as a plat-
form for commercial accounts, primarily
banks. Credit unions, rental car and leas-

ing companies, fleet managers and OEM
financing also exchange information,
manage inventory, establish market
prices, see digital images and obtain
vehicle condition reports from the com-
pany. Bidders no longer have to refer-
ence paper documents, but can stand in
auction lanes using smart phones or
tablets, or bid from cyberspace with fin-
gertip access to data on a unit coming up
for bid. 

“We do a lot of translation and com-
munication of data behind the scenes,”
says Joe Miller, director of customer
service for AutoIMS. “While many of
our consignors and auctions use our
website on a daily basis and use the web
based tool, much of the information they
are exchanging we have set up and facil-
itated to run as an electronic data inter-
change without even using the website.
We help our subscribers to set up the
automation of information for their
unique enterprise systems.”

AutoIMS features LivePricing,
which integrates current vehicle pricing
with condition reports and customizable,
adjustment formulas. Considerations
such as auction grade, equipment
options, damage estimates, and condi-
tion reports with digital images are
pooled to facilitate and backup floor
prices. A user can review data on one
screen and accept or adjust a recom-
mended price, send floor prices directly
to one, or multiple auctions. LivePricing
also accumulates historical data to help
identify trends, such as percentage of
floor price to net price. “For example, a
bank could go into AutoIMS and put in
what they expect the prices to be at auc-
tion and the bank representatives at auc-
tions on sale day would know what the
bank wants for each vehicle,” said Paul

Lips, NAAA vice
president and exec-
utive vice president
of operations and
finance for ADESA,
a chain of 70 North
American whole car
auctions. AutoIMS
is also used for
managing vehicle
remarketing portfo-
lios by simplifying
inventory manage-
ment by providing a
central platform to
exchange vehicle
data for auction
houses and con-
signors of all types,
such as repo agents.  

Even though
electronic auctions
have made inroads
over the past several
years, Frank Hackett does not see the
role of traditional auction houses chang-
ing. “You have to be a brick and mortar
auction in order to belong to NAAA and
50 percent of a business must run
through the lanes. During online bidding
you cannot touch, feel or smell the vehi-
cle. In the lanes, bidding allows you to
view other cars in other lanes. There is
energy, excitement and body language
you can’t experience online.”

Unlike retail auctions like eBay
with date certain bid deadlines, whole-
sale online auctions are held separately
as well as simultaneously with lane auc-
tions. Lane auctions are usually held on
a weekly basis, some are held on week-
ends and some have more per week. 

Vehicles unsold at real-time auc-
tions are often posted on the Internet
with “Buy Now” prices set to promote
fast sales and unload inventory. 

The auction industry continues a
trend towards more full service facilities.
Almost all NAAA members offer detail-
ing, body and mechanical repair, paint
shops, transportation services and dealer
financing. The average NAAA auction
operates an 8 lane facility on 76 acres
and employs 137 people with an annual
payroll of $3.4 million. 

Charlotte Pyle is vice president of
two independently owned auction com-
panies in West Virginia, Capital City

Auto Auction and Mountain State Auto
Auction. She is also NAAA president-
elect. Pyle said that electronics come
into play at her operations – “Insurance
companies don’t necessarily deal with
rolling auctions, they deal with salvage
auctions. I would say 95 percent of our
salvage vehicles are ones that dealers are
going to take and fix. We sell for large
rental car companies so when they have
one that’s damaged or wrecked, we pick
those up because we handle the account.
In the old days, we used to drive bidders
around the lot on a truck to view the sal-
vage vehicles. Now with technology, we
go out and take pictures and run them on
a camera on the indoor lanes and online
simultaneously.” 

Pyle’s regular rolling auctions are
held weekly at one location on Monday
and at the other on Friday. Her auctions
employ an internet platform called Auc-
tionPipeline that displays photos of vehi-
cles on monitors at the auction and for
online bidders on the company website
and on a number of other online portals.
“At my auctions we sell salvage vehicles
right before the regular rolling auction and
that happens once per month. For us, sales
are much better in the lanes. We sell on the
Internet but have much higher achieve-
ments in the lanes. On Monday, for exam-
ple, we sold 69 percent of the cars. Cars

Auto auctions
■Continued from Page 1

Don’t buy a copycat, buy the Original Supershear!

800-999-8100 or 480-789-3893
supershears.com / NEW fax# 480-304-4870
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Visit us at ARA booth #505! 
Bid to win a 12-volt Supershear--proceeds benefit

THE aRA education fund!

Auctioneers at work at an NAAA rolling auction. 
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See AUTO AUCTIONS, Page 10



Recycle Florida Today recently
honored Southern Waste Systems with
its 2011 Recycling and Waste Reduc-
tion Award in the category for Out-
standing Institution/Business. Southern
Waste Systems received the special
recognition during the organization’s
statewide conference held this summer
in Sarasota, Florida. Recycle Florida
Today gives out approximately 12
awards each year to those that have
demonstrated a true commitment to
recycling and waste reduction.  

Southern Waste Systems, through
its affiliate Sun Recycling, is the largest
privately owned recycler of construc-
tion and demolition material in Florida.
Currently, they are diverting more than
3 million cubic yards of material from
landfills each year and recycling at an
86 percent rate throughout their 5 mate-
rial recovery facilities located in South
Florida. 

Through modifications to
processes and ongoing research and

development, the West Palm Beach
facility is experiencing a 93 percent
recycling rate. With the materials it
recycles representing up to 30 percent
of Florida’s entire waste stream, South-
ern Waste Systems plays a key role in
reaching the state’s goal of 75 percent
recycling by the year 2020. 

“As stated by the Department of
Environmental Protection, the recycling

of this material at 75 percent alone
would put the state’s percentages
over 40 percent immediately,” said
Southern Waste Systems CEO Charles
Gusmano. “As we reach over the 90
percent mark, we know that we have a
large and important impact on the over-
all goal and the numbers speak for
themselves.”

Southern Waste Systems honored with
recycling award from Florida organization

Metso Recycling - Texas Shredder 
11451 Jones Maltsberger, San Antonio, TX 78216 • 800.531.5927 
1071 Industrial Parkway North, Brunswick, OH 44212 • 800.827.9237
2300 South 170th Street, New Berlin, WI 53151 • 262.796.1900
www.metso.com/texasshredder Expect results

“Metso did what they promised—and a lot more. ”
Auto shredding plant improves efficiency with Metso control system 
“Metso did what they promised—and a lot more. Our company recently experienced a fire, and Metso delivered 
sooner than promised to get us back up and running. The control upgrades were more than we expected. The 
technical upgrades, including the chair and touch screen, were amazing. The training Metso provided following 
installation was superior. We are a small company, but Metso treats us like we are a major customer. When you 
call Metso, you get people on the phone right away, and you don’t have to wait for someone to pick up.”

Technical Updates Process Controls Training

Eric Schneider, Schneider Iron and Metal, Iron Mountain, MI
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Patti Hamilton, VP Southern Waste Systems and
Pam Shoemaker, Recycle Florida Today 2011
Conference Chair. 

Advanced Steel Recovery, FASTek,
and Sierra International Machinery have
settled a patent infringement lawsuit
brought by FASTek against Sierra Inter-
national Machinery in the United States
District Court for the Southern District
of California arising from Sierra Interna-
tional Machinery’s purchase and use of
the Steco Scrapper Container Loader.

As a part of the settlement, Sierra
International Machinery acknowledges
that the Steco Scrapper Container
Loader infringes FASTek and Advanced
Steel Recovery’s patents and that those
patents are valid and enforceable. Sierra
International Machinery further agrees
to permanently cease using the Steco
Scrapper Container Loader.  

Sierra International Machinery will
immediately begin using FASTek’s
patented container loading system in
its own scrap operations, and begin mar-
keting FASTek’s patented container
loading system both domestically and
internationally.

Frankel noted that FASTek contin-
ues to pursue its federal lawsuit against
Blue Tee Corp. and Steco for patent
infringement related to the same patents
and fully expects to prevail in that
action. Advanced Steel Recovery and
FASTek are committed to continuing to
aggressively protect and enforce their
intellectual property rights.

Infringement
lawsuit settled 

Two women that are dog owners were
arguing about which dog was smarter.

The first woman said, “My dog is so
smart, every morning he waits for the
paper boy to come around and then he
grabs the newspaper and brings it to
me.”

The second woman smugly replied, “I
know!”

“How do you know?”
“My dog told me,” she answered.
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Copper Wire Stripper

Model CWS-1

Pennsylvania manufacturers
can certify recycled content

The Pennsylvania Recycling Markets
Center (RMC) launched an exclusive part-
nership with GreenCircle Certified LLC, a
Schwenksville company that has devel-
oped a system to certify products with
recycled content.

The voluntary certification of recy-
cled content is expected to help Pennsylva-
nia companies and products that use
recycled materials to stand out and
become more competitive in the market-
place. 

“Pennsylvanians will soon begin see-
ing more of the ‘GreenCircle Certified’
mark. This mark will confirm and verify
claims of recycled content in a wide vari-
ety of goods, from building materials to
furnishings to general consumer goods,”
said Robert Bylone Jr., executive director
and president of the RMC. 

The RMC will work with GreenCir-
cle and provide assistance to its clients,
but GreenCircle will maintain the certifi-
cation process as an independent pro-
gram. 

Tad Radzinski, co-founder of and
certification officer for GreenCircle,
pointed out that “as recycling and sus-
tainability in general have grown in eco-
nomic importance and gained
widespread acceptance with the purchas-
ing public, we’ve seen more and more
companies making ‘green claims’ about
their products and manufacturing opera-
tions. Our role is to validate the legiti-
mate claims so they can be distinguished
from those that are either inaccurate or
misleading.”

Radzinski served as a national expert
in waste minimization for the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) from

1997 to 2007. For his service to the EPA
he received two national Notable Achieve-
ment Awards and a Superior Service
Medal.

Bylone emphasized that the ulti-
mate purpose of the partnership is to
enhance the RMC’s mission of building
recycling markets in Pennsylvania – by
driving an increase in the use of recycled
raw materials and encouraging the man-
ufacture and sale of more products with
recycled content.

Radzinski said certification basically
demonstrates that a claim made by a com-
pany has been evaluated and verified and
that the company can consistently manu-
facture a product that matches its claim
about recycled content.

He said he expects manufacturers
that make products with recycled con-
tent will be eager to benefit from third-
party certification. Because third-party
certification is inherently objective, he
said, it can be “a valuable asset in estab-
lishing credibility and developing con-
sumer confidence.”

As part of the arrangement, Bylone
added, the RMC will advise and work with
companies that want to increase their use
of recycled materials and qualify for certi-
fication. He said the RMC will also work
with GreenCircle to promote Pennsylvania
recycling industries beyond the common-
wealth’s borders.

According to the RMC, Pennsylvania
has 2,265 operations involved in the col-
lection and processing of recyclables, 484
manufacturers and demand-side users of
recycled materials, and 1,054 operations
involved in reuse and remanufacturing.  
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888-362-6263 / cifindustriesinc.com / rickclarkjr@cifindustriesinc.com
618-635-2010 / 618-635-2786

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
FOR THE RECYCLING INDUSTRY

WE OFFER 40+ YEARS
EXPERIENCE, PROVEN
DEPENDABILITY & BEST
PRODUCTS & SERVICE!

ALL TRAILERS FEATURE 

HEAVY-DUTY HINGES on TAILGATES, 

REINFORCED  FRONT HEADACHE RACKS

& LEAK-PROOF or DRAIN OPTIONS!

We offer EXPERTISE in STANDARD or 

CUSTOM PROUCTS PER CURRENT DOT 

REGULATIONS...

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE TODAY!!

QUALITY PRODUCTS at COMPETITIVE
PRICES for HAULING
  •CRUSHED or COMPLETE CARS
  •HEAVY STEEL CASTINGS
  •SCRAP METALS
  •ALUMINUM
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE:
•TRAILERS
•ROLL-OFF CONTAINERS
•LUGGERS
•STACKABLE / ROTATABLE CONTAINERS

ELECTRONICS

The Basel Action Network (BAN),
a toxic watchdog group, said that
Chicago Heights, Illinois electronics
recycler Intercon Solutions will be the
first company denied the e-Stewards cer-
tification, which is available to electron-
ics recyclers that can demonstrate that
they operate in a truly responsible man-
ner. BAN’s denial was based on “com-
pelling evidence” that Intercon Solutions
had been engaged in exporting haz-
ardous electronic waste to China.

Intercon Solutions has boasted in
brochures and on its website that it does
not export any used electronics entrusted
to it for recycling. However, on two sep-
arate occasions, BAN investigators pho-
tographed and tracked containers of
electronic waste leaving property leased
by Intercon Solutions in Chicago
Heights on its way to China. 

BAN had alerted Hong Kong Envi-
ronmental Protection Department. As

the same for any other cases, given the
shipment contained hazardous waste,
they subsequently required that the ship-
ment be returned to the United States.
Hong Kong law forbids the importation
of hazardous waste electronics such as
cathode ray tubes (CRTs and batteries).
Further, the import by developing coun-
tries of such wastes from the United
States is also illegal under the United
Nations’ Basel Convention.

“It is very sad that many e-Waste
recycling companies continue to pose as
‘responsible recyclers’ while they con-
tinue to export toxic waste,” said Basel
Action Network’s executive director,
Jim Puckett. “In this case, we can take
some satisfaction that our e-Stewards
Certification screening methods and
audit caught what BAN has every reason
to believe is a violator.”

The final decision by BAN to deny
the certification took place only after an

on-site audit had been conducted and
after direct discussions between BAN
and Intercon Solutions failed to con-
vince BAN that Intercon Solutions had
not exported the toxic containers. Such
export is a violation of the e-Stewards
Standard for Responsible Recycling and
Reuse of Electronic Equipment, and is
likely also to violate the importation
laws of Hong Kong, the US federal
Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA), and Illinois State Law
governing the conduct of registered elec-
tronics recyclers.

In addition to the e-Stewards Certi-
fication, BAN and the Electronics Take-
Back Coalition strongly support the
recently introduced Responsible Elec-
tronics Recycling Act, which prohibits
the export of toxic electronic wastes to
developing countries. The bill was intro-
duced recently in the House and the
Senate.

BAN uncovers toxic e-waste exports
by Chicago electronics recycler 
Shipping container from Intercon Solutions tracked to China

RCR&R receives certifications
Regional Computer Recycling &

Recovery (RCR&R) in New York was
awarded NAID AAA Certification for
Hard Drive Destruction and Sanitization
Operations, and has also earned the high-
est United States industry designation of
R2/RIOS Certified Electronics Recycler®

for quality, environment, health and safety

and data security throughout the electron-
ics recycling process. 

RCR&R earned the certifications fol-
lowing extensive internal audits conducted
by an ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation
Board third-party auditor and is the only
New York-based electronics recycler to
hold all three of these certifications.

A middle management executive had to
get more exercise – doctor’s orders – so he
decided to try tennis. After a couple of
weeks, his secretary asked how he’s doing.

The manager answered, “When I’m
on the court and I see the ball speeding
toward me, my brain immediately says,
‘To the corner! Back hand! To the net!
Smash! Go back!’”

“Then my body says, ‘Who? Me?! You
must be kidding!’”

The Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) Energy Star program
announced the top contenders at the mid-
point of the 2011 National Building Com-
petition: Battle of the Buildings. The list of
top contenders identifies the leaders with
the greatest percent reduction of energy
use in each of the 12 building categories in
the competition. EPA also provided an
update on the progress of all participants
as they continue to go head-to-head to
save energy, reduce costs and protect
Americans’ health and their environment.

In the first 6 months of the competi-
tion alone, teams representing 245 build-
ings around the country have saved more
than $3.7 million on utility bills and
reduced greenhouse gas emissions equal to
the electricity used by 2,300 homes annu-
ally. Competitors measure and track their
building’s monthly energy consumption
using EPA’s Energy Star online energy
tracking tool, Portfolio Manager. The
building with the largest percentage reduc-
tion in energy use, adjusted for weather
and the size of the building, will be recog-
nized as the winner in November. 

Competitors from 26 different types
of commercial buildings across 33 states
and the District of Columbia are utilizing
social media applications to exchange
ideas and strategies. Consumers can also
go online to view details on the competi-
tors in their region and find information
about saving energy. 

EPA announces
top contenders
in competition 

The top contenders in each building
category at the midpoint of the

competition are listed in this article at
www.AmericanRecycler.com.
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that are not sold at auction go on the Inter-
net for two or three days. Sometimes they
are rerun at our auctions to different
returning dealers. We have a Monday sale
and a Friday sale. So if I have a client that
did not sell their 20 units on Monday, I can
take those vehicles to my other auction
within same week and hopefully get a
chance at a whole new buyer base. Our
business has been great. The volumes are
lower but the selling percentages and
prices are higher.”

Salvage auctions
“There’s a big difference between

wholesale rolling auctions and salvage
auctions,” said Jerry Sullivan, executive
vice president of QCSA Holdings, Inc.
“If you look at the two industries side by
side it’s ironic. All along, the salvage
auction business has been a lot more
sophisticated than rolling auctions from
a technology standpoint. The people
who drove our business were from the
insurance claims industry. They were
very technologically savvy, out with sys-
tems, digital images and selling over the
Internet a lot quicker and early on.”

QCSA Holdings is one of the
nation’s largest independent salvage auc-
tion companies. It works with insurance
companies, automotive institutions and
charities to remarket total-loss, recov-
ered theft, damaged, disabled, inopera-
ble and low end clean-title vehicles to an
audience of global buyers. 

With facilities in most every market
in the United States, QCSA has two tar-
geted brands, Crashed Toys and Salvage
Direct, both heavily Internet dependent.
Each brand offers specialized processing
and sales along distinct inventory lines.
Crashed Toys remarkets watercraft,

power sports, motorcycles, exotic and
recreational vehicles while Salvage
Direct remarkets cars, trucks, SUVs,
commercial vehicles and provides cata-
strophic loss services. 

“The Internet is the driving force of
everything we do and the majority of
what we sell is online. Even our live
sales are also 100 percent online auc-
tions,” said Sullivan. QCSA currently
serves more than 100,000 buyers in over
100 countries with 2 web-based sales
platforms that reach over 800,000 visi-
tors each month with nearly 7 million
pages featuring 11,000 auction lots per
month. They post 12 to 16 photographs
of each vehicle on their websites, along
with detailed descriptions.  

“We are both online and live. We
have a typical auction format with an
auctioneer and a live audience, plus an
online audience, but it takes place on an
auction bus while we drive through lanes
of vehicles that can’t move because they
are either total losses or unsafe to drive.
Only 2 or 3 of our facilities offer live
auctions – our other 40 or so locations
just sell on the Internet. Some of these
are live Internet auctions and others are
static where bidding closes at a certain
time,” Sullivan explained. 

Most of QCSA’s vehicles are sold to
dismantlers who remove salable parts and
then turn them over for scrap. “We are one
of the primary sources of vehicles for
recyclers. Approximately 46 percent of our
vehicles go for dismantling and the bal-
ance go for export, rebuilding and resale.
Anytime there is a recession people will
fix rather than replace. There are fewer
used cars out there which means that the
used car dealer is more willing to buy a car
that is lightly damaged, put it in his body
shop, fix it up and put it on his retail lot. If
there were a ton of undamaged cars in the

aftermarket he would not bother. I always
encourage everybody in the recycling
industry to work with salvage auction
companies that work with them. The more
cooperative your auction is with your
needs as a recycler, the better value you
are going to get for your buck,” Sullivan
concluded.  

Here’s how Joe Miller at AutoIMS
sees the future of electronic data in the
auction industry, “The last 15 years has
seen an incredible amount of progress
with information being exchanged
between systems to reduce labor costs
and improve data accuracy. Accuracy is
the key to the future. As information
becomes more reliable, a greater number
of vehicles are being sold online to com-
pliment the physical auction lanes. More
images, better arbitration policies, and
certification programs give comfort to
dealers who buy cars online. Physical
auctions still play a key role in this new
reality as they offer a location to marshal
vehicles, provide reconditioning and
repairs, detailing, title services, and
high-quality inspections to facilitate
sales. Remote buyers and sellers see
these services as a guarantee, and physi-
cal auctions will continue to thrive and
even direct the ongoing digitization of
remarketing data.”

Auto auctions
■Continued from Page 6

The American Forest & Paper Associ-
ation released its June 2011 United States
paper reports.

Containerboard production was flat
when compared to May 2011, however,
the month-over-month average daily pro-
duction was up 3.3 percent. The container-
board operating rate for June 2011 was up
slightly, 0.1 point over June 2010 to 96.9
percent but it gained 3.1 points over May’s
operating rate. 

Additional key findings on container-
board production include:

•Linerboard production has a slight
gain over last year.

•Medium also showed a slight
increase over June 2010.

Total boxboard production decreased
by 0.2 percent compared to June 2010, and
was flat from last month. 

Additional key findings on boxboard
production include:

•Unbleached kraft folding production
decreased over the same month last year,
and decreased over last month. 

•Solid bleached boxboard and liner
production increased over June 2010.

•The production of recycled folding
decreased compared to June 2010, and
decreased when compared to last month. 

The Recovered Paper Monthly Report
showed total industry consumption of
recovered paper at 2.57 million tons, 3 per-
cent lower than June of last year, but 2 per-
cent higher than last month. So far, the
United States has consumed 3 percent less
recovered paper in the first half of 2011
than during the same period last year. The
United States exported 4 percent less
recovered paper in May than in April. 

AF&PA June
paper reports

Bidders attending rolling auctions have competi-
tion from Internet buyers.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NATIONAL AUTO AUCTION ASSOCIATION
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
Dominion Virginia Power
seeks approval to convert
coal stations to biomass

Dominion Virginia Power, a sub-
sidiary of Dominion, asked the Virginia
State Corporation Commission for
approval to convert three Virginia elec-
tricity-generating power stations from
using coal to biomass, a renewable
energy source.

The conversions of the power sta-
tions in Altavista, Hopewell and
Southampton County would increase
Dominion’s renewable generation capac-
ity by more than 150 megawatts, enough
to power 37,500 homes. The proposal
has strong customer benefits and is part
of the company’s commitment to have
15 percent of its electricity come from
renewable sources by 2025.

The switch to biomass – in this
case, using primarily waste wood left
over from regional timber operations –
would reduce nitrogen oxides, sulfur
dioxide, mercury and particulate emis-
sions and meet stringent emissions stan-
dards established by the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality
and the Environmental Protection
Agency.

The cost of converting the stations
would be about $165 million, or $55
million per station. The company is

requesting an initial annual rate increase
of 14 cents to the monthly bill of a typi-
cal 1,000 kilowatt-hour per month resi-
dential customer, effective April 1, 2012.
Rate adjustment clauses allow utilities to
collect financing costs over time as proj-
ects begin, lessening the larger rate
impact that could occur when power sta-
tions go into service. The conversions
would be complete by the end of 2013.

The power stations, which would
generate about 51 megawatts each, are
nearly identical. The incremental
statewide economic benefit of convert-
ing the stations is estimated to be more
than $120 million annually when com-
pared to continued operations on coal,
including the creation of more than 300
jobs in the forestry and trucking indus-
tries. The conversions would also create
approximately 160 jobs during the con-
struction period.

The stations have been primarily
peaking power units, operating 25 per-
cent of the time. If the conversions are
approved, they would be more economic
to operate and, therefore, would be
expected to generate electricity about 90
percent of the time.

Butte College first to generate
all electricity from renewables 

Butte College in California became
the first college in the United States to
go ‘grid positive,’ meaning that it will
generate more electricity from its solar
arrays than it consumes and will deliver
power back to the electric grid.

Butte College, located near Sacra-
mento and resting on a 928 acre wildlife
refuge, will see significant cost savings
from its solar arrays. The college esti-
mates that it will save between $50 mil-
lion and $75 million over 15 years, even

after accounting for project costs and
interest, by eliminating its electricity
bill, getting paid for excess electricity
production, and avoiding future electric-
ity rate increases. 

Butte College now operates a total
of 25,000 solar panels that will generate
over 6.5 million kilowatt hours of elec-
tricity per year – enough to power over
941 average-sized homes, or the equiva-
lent of removing 615 passenger cars
from the roadways.

A student called into school pretending to be his father so he could get out of school
that day. “My son has the flu and can’t make it to school today,” he said. “Who is
speaking, please?” asked the secretary. The student retorted, “This is my father!”
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E-Z CAR CRUSHER, THE

H.O.S.S.H.O.S.S.
high opening  . super speed

Spacious 
9'1"

Opening

BUILT-IN FEATURES INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND ENHANCE SAFETY

Fully-enclosed Crushing Chamber

Full-control Remote
Automation

Super Speed
Performance

BUY FROM A NAME YOU KNOW AND TRUSTBUY FROM A NAME YOU KNOW AND TRUST

BALERS     CRUSHERS     AUTO LOGGERsBALERS     CRUSHERS     AUTO LOGGERs

800-328-3613 | 320-274-3594 | Fax: 320-274-3859 
EZCrusher.com | davev@ezcrusher.com 

R.M. Johnson Co. • Annandale, Minnesota



DADE Capital Corp.

800-823-9688
Perrysburg, OH

Visit DADECapital.com for a
complete list of current equipment

and more photos.

With air and automation in very nice condition. This machine has had 
very light use.                $65,000

1988 EZ A+ CAR CRUSHER
Portable. 40 hp, 10” and 8” cylinders, 12” x 8” briquettes.            $50,000

LOGEMANN 21SEC BALER/BRIQUETTER

Can handle 50 to 55 transmissions at a time, approximate weight of 
3,000 to 3,200 lbs. in the holding chamber.              $18,000

ALUMINUM KING AK8000 FURNACE

With 17,000 hours. NEW engine in 2007, cylinders repacked in 2011. 
25kw genset, 70-80% lower section. Scrap package. Machine in good 
condition.                           $79,000

1995 LIEBHERR  XR954HDW

Great condition and very sharp, runs well.                                        $105,000
ALJON 400 METAL BALER

Only 2,200 hours. 4/1 bucket and crushing forks.                            $85,000
2007 CASE 721D 

Nice condition, ready to go.             $105,000
SIERRA 4200 PORTABLE METAL BALER

Excellent condition with 5,000 hours. 100 hp with infeed conveyer.        
$125,000

2003 SSI M85H SERIES 35 MATERIAL SHREDDER

80 X 104 TEXAS SHREDDER
COMPLETE SYSTEM

17,000 hours, electric power. Runs well.                                           $440,000
1997 SIERRA 700TON S/L/B

In excellent condition. Low hours, new pump, new seals, radial stacking 
conveyor.               $195,000

1996 SIERRA 500T SHEAR / LOGGER / BALER

2004 Metso Texas 80104 Auto 
Shredder Completely Rebuilt and 

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE to install.
This is a fairly complete system EXCEPT for the shredder house and 
controls and a transformer for the 4000HP motor. 

What you get with this purchase:
Shredder Main Components:
Completely REBUILT Metso Texas 80104 Auto Shredder Mill with all 
new liner plates and grates.
Base RELINED.
Mid section with NEW Front Wall Weldment from Riverside 
Engineering and RELINED.
Top section RELINED with eject door.
Hood RELINED.
Undermill Vibration Springs.
Disk Rotor and bearings about 80% good and a good SPARE ROTOR 
SHAFT AND BEARINGS.
Dual Hydraulic Feed Rollers with a Hagglund Drive and a SPARE 
LOWER FEED ROLLER.
Complete Hydraulic System for Mill.
Mill Bearings lube unit.
NEW US Shredder Cat Track Infeed conveyor.
REBUILT BEST, Inc Undermill Oscillator 76" x 16.2'.
First Transfer Conveyor REBUILT.
Dual Magnet Stand with Stearns 48" x 72" magnets, Vibrator and 2 
SPARE USED MAGNETS.
Two additional used conveyors for trash & ASR.
REBUILT Trommel with NEW screen.
One NEW US Shredder four man picking conveyor 48" x 30' with 4 
drop bins, walkways and 2 set of stairs.
One NEW US Shredder Ferrous Radial Stacking Conveyor 48" x 70'.

You also get non-ferrous equipment, motors and controls,  
and spare wear parts — there are too many details to list 
here! 

To see more photos of this system, visit

www.dadecapital.com/shredder
PLEASE, SERIOUS CALLS FROM SERIOUS BUYERS ONLY

Stationary electric metal baler in operating condition.             $42,000
1986 SIERRA 4200 BALER
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The rampant politicization of how
development proposals are approved or
denied in the United States poses enor-
mous risk for those who hope to build con-
troversial projects like a landfill or waste
treatment plant.

Land use permitting is now a political
process. For the most-unwanted local proj-
ects – especially a landfill, opposed by 76
percent of Americans when proposed for
their hometown – it is a battleground pit-
ting developers against highly motivated
and organized citizens.

Politically savvy opponents know
how to direct intense constituent pressure
on local officials. They pack public hear-
ings, generate phone calls to city coun-
cilors and town board members, and make
it clear that they will vote for candidates
who oppose new development. Politicians
rarely will vote against the wishes of these
angry voters.

So, what can you do to overcome this
negative mindset? 

One thing not do is walk right into
city hall confident that public officials
eager for new jobs and tax revenue will
smooth the way. And don’t assume your
project can be built “as of right’’ because it
fully complies with zoning regulations,
because you’ll be sadly disappointed.

Applicants must go into the process
ready to run a campaign, anticipating that
citizen opponents will begin organizing to
protect their turf as soon as they learn
about the proposal.

The first step should be a comprehen-
sive community and political due diligence
investigation. Understand the political cli-
mate in and around your project before you
go public. Identify the likely opponents
and potential suppo rters. What are the
political views on land use of the politi-
cians who must approve the project? What
is the history of the site? Have controver-
sial developments been proposed for the
location, or nearby, in the past?

Outreach to key stakeholders must be
timed and targeted. Leverage the public
support of all people and organizations in
the community who stand to benefit in any
way from your project. Elected officials
and neighbors must be told about a project
before they read it in the press, and before
it begins to surface in rumors.

Realizing that the process is political,
you must identify, recruit, organize and
deliver real citizens to express their sup-
port to the local government officials. You
need to find and organize supporters, and
then motivate them to speak up at public
hearings, sign petitions, call officials,
write letters to the editor, and demonstrate
sufficient public support so board mem-
bers can vote in favor of your permits
without fear that they are defying mono-
lithic public opposition. They need politi-
cal ‘cover’ if they are going to defy the
angry demands of NIMBYs (Not In My
Back Yard).

It’s not easy, because most people
who support your project have no personal
stake in getting off the sofa to demonstrate
their backing. You must be resourceful and

creative to maximize and leverage every
expression of support, no matter how pas-
sive that first indication of support. It is a
campaign.

The Advocacy Pyramid
Winning community support may

seem difficult, but reach out and you find a
wide range of people – from those who are
unaware, all the way up to those who are
committed to support you. We call this an
Advocacy Pyramid – everyone is some-
where along a Value and Quantity scale.
The higher up the pyramid, the more valu-
able they are to your campaign; the wider
the category, the more people are in that
pool. Moving people up the scale from
unaware to vocal support is how you get to
‘Yes.’

Where are the NIMBYs? Not in this
pyramid. Trying to convert opponents is a
waste of time and resources. You can’t
ignore them, but your campaign is much
better served focusing on people you can
convert.

Our land use campaigns have two
goals: move the unawares up to vocal
advocates, and turn them out. Some
unaware or undecided people do not care
enough to pick a side. Those who are
receptive need your help – give them infor-
mation and persuade them.

Model Outcome
In this example – based on an actual

project our firm handled – our client wants
to expand an existing landfill. They have
been a good corporate citizen for 25 years,
and the expansion will add substantial dol-
lars to the local tax base.

Opponents raised common concerns:
odor and noise, truck traffic, property val-
ues, project need, aesthetics, groundwater
pollution. The next landfill is 30 miles
away, and the county’s largest employer is
the landfill’s biggest user.

With this campaign, we spent little
energy per person on the bottom of the
pyramid (use mass communications, low-
context communications) and more energy
for people higher up – face-to-face conver-
sations, high-context communications.

This brings us to the ‘Virtuous Cycle’
– the more information given to them, the
more they can effect change, and this is
how people can be persuaded to become
more openly supportive.

Control the debate and drive the mes-
sage. We flooded the target community
with our message, pumping traffic into the
lower half of the pyramid. We also ran an
initial voter ID program to identify as
many possible and actual supporters as we
could. 

Vocal advocates should be engaged
regularly; leveraging this group and guid-
ing them to support and motivate, encour-
aging and empowering supporters, and
further spread the message. At the action
step – a city council hearing or a vote –
they help carry the message.

In this case, we focused scarce
resources to move people up the pyramid,
leveraged support to demonstrate what you
can bring to the community, and persuaded
elected officials to say “Yes” to the project.

by JESSE MCKINGHT
mcknight@tscg.biz

Getting officials to say “yes” to landfills – a guide to land use politics

Jesse McKnight is executive vice president for The Saint
Consulting Group, a political land use consulting firm.



The U.S. Army Chemical Materials
Agency (CMA) recently completed a proj-
ect that resulted in recycling more than 6.5
million pounds of steel.

In September 2003, CMA began
operating the Pine Bluff Ton Container
Decontamination Facility at Pine Bluff
Arsenal, Arkansas to decontaminate 4,307
ton containers (TC) stored at the arsenal.
Although empty, the 1,600 lb. steel con-
tainers once held hazardous materials and
required decontamination to eliminate
residual chemical agent prior to recycling.

Initial efforts to decontaminate the
TCs involved rinsing them; however, the

residual chemical agent proved difficult to
remove, so a new approach was needed.

When faced with producing an addi-
tional 660,000 gallons of hazardous liquid
waste to rinse the containers, CMA per-
sonnel designed a magnetic induction
heating process to decontaminate up to 10
containers simultaneously. Not only did
this generate significantly less waste, but it
also thoroughly decontaminated the TCs
so they could be processed through a com-
mercial recycling plant.

The 6.5 million pounds of steel recy-
cled – enough to build 26 Statues of Lib-
erty – supports the Army’s commitment to

protect the environment, as well as CMA’s
history of commitment to ridding the
Nation of chemical weapons.

The process used an electrically ener-
gized copper coil, wrapped around the
container, to generate a magnetic field that
was absorbed by the iron in the container.
This raised the temperature of the TC to

more than 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit,
where it was held for 60 minutes. Heating
to 1,000 degrees destroys all chemical
agents. The decontamination process also
featured a carefully designed pollution
abatement system to capture any residual
material vented from the TCs.

Army project recycles more than six million pounds of steel

Based on preliminary Census Bureau
data, the American Iron and Steel Institute
(AISI) reported that the United States
imported a total of 2,670,000 net tons
(NT) of steel in June, including 2,110,000
NT of finished steel (down 10 percent and
up 5 percent, respectively, from May final
data). Finished steel import market share
in June was an estimated 24 percent and is
22 percent year-to date (YTD).

In commenting on the June 2011 pre-
liminary steel finished imports data,
Thomas J. Gibson, AISI president and
CEO, stated that, “An import market share
of 24 percent in the context of significant
underutilized domestic steel capacity is
substantial. There has also been a trend of
rising finished steel imports from offshore
– especially Asia – in recent months.
These developments underscore the need
for the United States government to vigor-
ously enforce our laws against injurious
dumped and subsidized imports.”

Key finished steel products with sig-
nificant import increases in June 2011
compared to May inclu de cut length plates
(up 19 percent), line pipe (up 18 percent),

heavy structural shapes (up 17 percent)
and cold rolled sheets (up 17 percent).
Major products with significant YTD
import increases vs. the same period last
year include reinforcing bar (up 55 per-
cent), oil country goods (up 41 percent)
and hot rolled bars (up 33 percent).

In June, the largest volumes of fin-
ished steel imports from offshore were

from South Korea (301,000 NT, up 28 per-
cent), China (161,000 NT, up 26 percent),
Japan (123,000 NT, down 17 percent),
Turkey (90,000 NT, no change) and Tai-
wan (75,000 NT, up 56 percent). For the
first 6 months of 2011, the largest offshore
suppliers were South Korea (1,488,000
NT, up 67 percent) and Japan (756,000
NT, up 22 percent).
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DISCLAIMER: American Recycler (AR) collects pricing and other information from experienced buyers, sellers and facilitators of scrap metal transactions
throughout the industry. All figures are believed to be reliable and represent approximate pricing based on information obtained by AR (if applicable) prior to
publication. Factors such as grades, quality, volumes and other considerations will invariably affect actual transaction prices. Figures shown may not be con-
sistent with pricing for commodities associated with a futures market. While the objective is to provide credible information, there is always a chance for human
error or unforeseen circumstances leading to error or omission. As such, AR is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided,
or for outcomes arising from use of this information. American Recycler disclaims any liability to any person or entity for loss or damage resulting from errors
or omissions, including those resulting from negligence of AR, its employees, agents or other representatives.

Commodity Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5
#1 Bushelings per gross ton $373.00 $369.00 $390.00 $452.00 $485.00
#1 Bundles per gross ton 363.00 367.00 384.00 438.00 458.00
Plate and Structural per gross ton 423.00 397.00 480.00 415.00 437.00
#1 & 2 Mixed Steel per gross ton 418.00 375.00 400.00 385.00 403.00
Shredder Bundles (t in) per gross ton 353.00 319.00 320.00 338.00 315.00
Crushed Auto Bodies per gross ton 353.00 320.00 320.00 338.00 315.00
Steel Turnings per pound 259.00 201.00 212.00 248.00 290.00
#1 Copper per pound 3.50 3.64 3.80 3.46 3.76
#2 Copper per pound 3.39 3.48 3.69 3.25 3.58
Aluminum Cans per pound .89 .75 .82 .73 .78
Auto Radiators per pound 1.97 2.10 2.12 2.09 2.29
Aluminum Core Radiators per pound .62 .80 .70 .71 .90
Heater Cores per pound 1.45 1.82 1.65 1.59 1.97
Stainless Steel per pound .70 .76 .82 .79 .85
All prices are expressed in USD. Printed as a reader service only.

INCREASE PROFITS

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

RRECYCLING ECYCLING SERVICESERVICES 

INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL • Built for years of continued service.

• New technology burner and 
  control systems.

• Permit assistance available.

• Large hearth opening for 
  automotive scrap.

INCREASE PROFITS with the 

 With a US Furnace’s 
MAX-4000 Hi Efficiency 

Sweat Furnace, 
customers report that 

charges of 50% recovery 
material are producing 

1,250 to 1,500 lbs. metal 
out per hour at a cost of 
$0.03 per pound for fuel.

most efficient sweat furnace!

FULL EPA
compliance

GUARANTEED.

METALS

U.S. IMPORTS OF FINISHED STEEL MILL PRODUCTS 
BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (Thousands of Net Tons)

SOUTH KOREA
JAPAN
CHINA
GERMANY
TURKEY
INDIA
TAIWAN
All Others
TOTAL

JUN
2011
301
123
161
62
90
47
75

1,251
2,110

MAY
2011
235
149
128
87
90
72
48

1,202
2,011

2011
Annual (est)

2,975
1,512
1,122

969
904
733
697

13,202
22,114

2010
Annual

2,041
1,325

858
879
582
713
536

11,923
18,857

% Change 2011
Annual vs. 2010

45.8%
14.1%
30.8%
10.2%
55.3%
2.8%

30.0%
10.7%
17.3%

Steel imports increase 5 percent

The American Iron and Steel Insti-
tute (AISI) reported that for the month
of May 2011, United States steel mills
shipped 7,380,064 net tons, a 1.7 percent
increase from the 7,258,534 net tons
shipped in the previous month, April
2011, and a 0.5 percent increase from
the 7,345,455 net tons shipped in May
2010. 

Shipments year-to-date in 2011 are
37,140,749 a 6.3 percent increase versus
2010 shipments of 34,940,934 for 5
months. 

A month-to-month comparison of
shipments shows the following changes:
cold rolled sheet, up 4 percent, hot dipped
galvanized sheet and strip, up 4 percent
and hot rolled sheet, down 0.1 percent.

May steel
shipments up
1.7 percent

The only true wisdom is in knowing
you know nothing.

A wise man does not need advice and
a fool won’t take it.
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by Ron Sturgeon
Autosalvageconsultant.com

Salvaging Millions

Ron: One thing that I like to do is
called bottom-up planning. These
days, it’s really easy to create a spread-
sheet and create a top line where
advertising costs are 5 percent, labor is
20 percent and so forth.

But what about the metrics? Like
with the ice cream shop: how many
scoops of ice cream are they going to
sell? Once they’ve figured that out,
they need to extrapolate that into how
many cups and cones they’ll need to
buy, how many freezers they’ll need,
how many employees they’ll need to
scoop all that ice cream. And if they’re
going to sell 10,000 scoops a day, how
many tables will they need, and how
big will their lobby need to be to hold
all those people, and how big a parking
lot it would take to accommodate all
those cars.

I would say that 98 percent of the
business plans I see haven’t been
looked at that way. 

Greg: That’s a problem we see a
lot. I know of a couple of brothers
from a foreign country who wanted to
open a restaurant in a small town.
When they opened a checking account
at a local bank, the banker told them
that in order to be successful, they
needed to be able to make a great
chicken fried steak. When they left the
bank, the brothers asked each other,
“What’s a chicken fried steak?”

Ron: And it’s not just new busi-
nesses. Once I was in a bank and over-
heard a conversation in the next booth.
The guy sold parts and provided serv-
ices for 1964 through 1966 Ford Mus-
tangs, and he’d been doing this for
several years. He’d been blindsided
because all of a sudden his business
had slowed down.

All I could think was, “How stu-
pid is that?!” There are a finite number
of 1966-1968 Mustangs, and how

many people are out there to fix them?
He hadn’t thought to expand into serv-
icing modern Mustangs, or adding
some other car. So now he was in the
bank trying to get a loan to get out of
this bad situation he was in. 

Greg: One of the problems we see
a lot is that people are managing for
the quarter, not for the quarter century.  

Ron: I am amazed at the bankers
who’ve told me stories about a cus-
tomer who comes in and says, “I need
some money but I’m not really sure
how much. How much do you think
I’m going to need?” That banker is
absolutely not interested in giving
them any advice — and probably
won’t lend them any money! 

Greg: Another thing we don’t
want to see is three years’ worth of
monthly historical financials. When
someone brings us a business proposal
with thousands of numbers in it, we
get lost. Bring us annual or, at the
most, quarterly statements. I don’t usu-
ally need to see monthly statements. 

Ron: What else do bankers want
to see? You want to see some skin in
the game, right? What does that mean
in terms of down payments and equity
and those kinds of things?

Greg: Never go in and ask a bank
for 100 percent financing on anything.
I want the customer to have some skin
in the game; maybe put down 20 per-
cent on whatever it is he or she needs.

Let’s say someone comes to the
bank and wants to finance a new bull-
dozer. The day it’s driven off the lot,
it’s not worth the $100,000 it cost, it’s
worth $80,000. As a banker, I’m
already down to having something that
is only worth what I just financed. And
if the customer has some skin in the
game, I know they’re going to lose
some money if they have that bull-
dozer taken away. 

Covering the bases from the bottom up
This is the fourth in a continuing series, co-authored by Ron Sturgeon and

Greg Morse, founder and president of Worthington National Bank

Remember, only you can make BUSINESS GREAT!
This article was provided by autosalvageconsultant.com, which was formed in 2001 by

recyclers for recyclers, to help them improve their businesses.

INTERNATIONAL
EPROs recycled product
competition selection begins

Now in its third year, European
Association of Plastics Recycling and
Recovery Organizations (EPRO) Best
Recycled Product Competition looks to
further raise the awareness, profile and
use of products made from recycled
plastics packaging.

With the growing calls from the
industry, consumers and environment to
capture more plastics packaging for col-
lection and recycling the opportunity has
never been greater for those designing
and manufacturing products made from
recycled plastic to step forward and
showcase their products.

EPRO invites producers of products
made from recycled plastics packaging
to enter, with the aim of promoting the
cycle of plastics, as well as increase the
request for recyclables.

The competition provides both the
industry and consumers with the oppor-
tunity to see the results of that work.
This year the competition aims to make
the entries more visible by using social
networks and a broader media. It is
hoped that more consumers will also see
how the industry demonstrates their
work in the area of corporate social
responsibility, and to understand the
scope of their environmentally friendly
actions.

Consumers across Europe want to
continue their good habits and to
broaden their “green” attitude and
actions towards purchasing recycled

products. Following such responses,
EPRO is now calling for recycled prod-
ucts made in Europe.

Hundreds of thousands of tons of
recycled plastics are annually being used
as material for new products.

EPROS‘s Best Recycled Product
Competition focuses on some key crite-
ria: The entries need to contain a sub-
stantial amount of recycled plastics from
used packaging, be available to purchase
and of course, have been made in
Europe, including Turkey.

There are already a broad range of
recycled products on the market, but this
competition will bring the knowledge of
them to the average consumer who
weekly spends time sorting used packag-
ing. These products are evidence that
recycling really is worth the effort.

A panel consisting of representa-
tives of PlasticsEurope, EUPR and
EUPC and of course EPRO members
from all over Europe will assess the
entries and proclaim a winner. Winners
will be announced in October 2011 at
the Identiplast 2011 in Madrid, the cen-
tral theme of the 2011 Congress is
“Identifying drivers to avoid wasting
plastics in landfills”.

A direct link to the full details of how
to enter this year’s competition
and the previous winners can

be found in this article on
www.americanrecycler.com.

Umicore to build production
line for auto catalysts in China

Umicore will increase its production
capacity for automotive catalysts in
Suzhou, China. The investment will sup-
port multiple catalytic systems and further
the site’s ability to serve heavy duty diesel
platforms based on secured new awards.
The investment also entails the supporting
infrastructure for further expansion and is
due to be commissioned mid 2012.

The continuous expansion in Suzhou
goes hand-in-hand with the car market

developments in China and the intensifica-
tion of emission legislation.

The construction of the new produc-
tion line runs in parallel with the technol-
ogy development center currently being
built in Suzhou, which is also due to be
commissioned mid 2012. This center will
serve the system development and emis-
sion testing needs for light and heavy duty
vehicle drivetrains, and for multiple engine
types, including hybrid electric vehicles.
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The model SEP5 sepshear separates and shears the aluminum or copper 

866-804-3829
www.arpiusa.com

Processes
up to

4,200 feet
per hour!

Our patented design provides
three models to choose from!

RES/DRM
14awg,

up to 600mcm

COMC
16awg,

up to 250mcm

NEW! A cost-effective way to process ACSR cable!
outer layer, yet leaves the steel center core 
in full length.  Process single or multi-layer 

ACSR cable safely and efficiently!

MODEL SEP5 SEPSHEAR 

PLASTICS
New plastics specifications
set to standardize industry

The Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries, Inc. (ISRI) released new
specifications to modernize, standardize
and streamline plastics buying and
selling.

The new specifications were
approved by ISRI’s board of directors.
ISRI’s plastic scrap specifications will
give buyers and sellers that handle plas-
tic scrap a set of common terms and def-
initions they can use when they establish
their business relationships. This com-
mon vernacular can help both parties
avoid misunderstandings and ensure the
terms they agree upon are mutually
beneficial.

“As plastics have been increasingly
recycled, ISRI’s plastic scrap specifica-
tions needed to be updated,” said ISRI
president Robin Wiener. “We have seen
a clear need for common ground when it
comes to specifications for recycled
plastics. One of our priorities here at
ISRI is to ensure the free and fair trade
of commodities in a way that can be
understood in our global economy.”

“Historically, the recyclable plastics
commodities market has been plagued
with confusion surrounding the accept-
able specifications of even the most
commonly traded grades [of plastic].
This has resulted in increased market
transaction costs and risk for all parties,”
said Jonathan L. Cohen, president of
Generated Materials Recovery and chair
of ISRI’s Plastic Recycling Council. It is
our expectation that similar to the long
established ISRI specs for metals and
fiber, the plastics specifications will
become widely used throughout the
global marketplace.”

The newly approved specifications
are below:

Definitions
•Baled: Loose material that is com-

pressed and bound together.
•Densified: Material that is com-

pressed through mechanical means. Typ-
ically applies to foam (purged) and film
(turned into “popcorn”). Densified mate-
rial is typically sent on for additional
processing.

•Durable goods: Electrical and elec-
tronic equipment, appliances, automo-
biles (called “transportation equipment”
in ISO 15270), construction products
(included in ISO 15270) and industrial
equipment (included in ISO 15270)

•Flake: A generic term that refers to
size and shape. Typically consists of
plastic bottles or plastic film typically
ground into a chip.

•Mixed Load Plastic: Shredded
plastic that contains various types of
resins and requires mechanical sorting to
reach final specification. Typically baled
and not granulated. Types and grades
included in the bale to be agreed to by
buyer and seller.

•Purge: Plastic that has been melted
and has hardened. This material has no
set shape or form.

•Regrind: A generic term that refers
to hard rigid plastic typically ground
into a chip. Typically consists of mate-
rial that is the same grade, color and
type. It can be used in extrusion or mold-
ing processes.

•Shred: Size reduced material. The
typical upper size can be between 3” to
12”, although in some cases the upper
size can be as small as 1”. Size range
and characteristics should be agreed to
between buyer and seller.

•Shredded Plastic: Generic term.
Material that contains a high plastic con-
tent. Typically contains 90 percent plas-
tic content.

•Shredder residue: The remaining
mixture after the majority of metals have
been recovered from durable goods
“shred.” The mixture can contain plas-
tics, rubber, wood, glass, rocks, dirt,
paper, film, textiles, wires and other
metals missed during the metal recovery
process. The predominant single mate-
rial is often plastic, which can vary from
about 15 percent to about 90 percent
depending on the type of durable goods
and the steps taken in the metal separa-
tion process. Size range and characteris-
tics should be agreed to between buyer
and seller.

A real friend is one who walks in when the rest of the world walks out.

Plastics recycling innovators
honored for plastic products

The American Chemistry Council
announced the inaugural winners of its
new Innovation in Plastics Recycling
awards. Three companies – Axion Inter-
national, Inc., Nepco Industrial Com-
pany Ltd., and Trex Company, were
selected to receive awards. Altogether,
these three companies employ 700
Americans and process about 325 mil-
lion pounds of post-consumer recycled
plastics annually. The winners, all of
which have successful business models,
are being recognized for developing
high-performing, popular products using
post-consumer recycled plastics.

•The New Jersey-based Axion Inter-
national, Inc. has received accolades for
developing extremely strong and durable
building products, including railroad ties
made from 100 percent recycled plastics,
primarily polyethylene. Axion’s prod-
ucts have been selected for use in
numerous military and infrastructure
projects.

“Collecting plastics from the waste
stream isn’t difficult. The trick is develop-
ing demand for the tens of millions of
pounds that are being collected and
encouraging municipalities, businesses,
and individuals to recycle even more,” said
Jim Kerstein, founder and chief technol-
ogy officer for Axion International, Inc.

•Nepco Industrial Company Ltd.
makes high-end moldings for picture
frames from recycled expanded poly-
styrene at its 36,000 square foot facility
in Chino, California. Nepco processes

4.2 million pounds of post-consumer
polystyrene per year.

“NEPCO prides itself on being an
innovator in both recycling technology and
recycled products, such as high-end pic-
ture frames. For example, our machinery
can reduce the volume of expanded poly-
styrene by a factor of 80 to 1, making it
easier for businesses and communities to
manage this valuable material, while help-
ing to protect the environment,” said
Tommy Kim, director of operations for
NEPCO.

•Every year at its manufacturing facil-
ities in Winchester, Virginia, and Fernley,
Nevada, Trex Company transforms 300
million pounds of post-consumer polyeth-
ylene – primarily used plastics bags and
wraps – into durable, high-end fencing and
decking products. Trex estimates that it
recycles 1.3 billion plastic grocery bags
annually.

“The tremendous volumes of post-
consumer plastics these companies rely on
to manufacture products show that post-
use plastics are valuable materials – too
valuable to waste – and should be recy-
cled,” said Steve Russell, vice president of
plastics for the American Chemistry
Council. 

“In addition to railroad ties, picture
frames and decking, recycled plastics are
used to make a diverse range of products
from women’s fashions to rugged outer-
wear, and from carpeting, car parts,
and furniture, to new bottles, bags and
containers,” Russell added.
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For more information on this exciting industry event,  please contact Arnie Gess

Call:  +1.403.589.4832        Email:  arnie.gess@cwre.ca        Visit:  www.cwre.ca 

Canada’s ONLY trade event serving the waste, recycling and public works markets

• Leading companies     
   Get face-to-face interaction  

• Diverse & qualified key buyers    
   Connect with decision makers  

• Networking opportunities
   Meet and greet with colleagues  

• Informative symposium program    
   Hear solutions to your business challenges  

• Product Innovation Pavilion 
   View the newest advancements 

• Insightful facility tours 
   Get a behind the scenes look first-hand

November 9 - 10, 2011   

Palais des congrès de Montréal

Montreal, QC  Canada

www.cwre.ca

REGISTER TODAY!   www.cwre.ca/ADS17

Scan this code with your smartphone and 

register for your Free Expo Pass!
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

In an effort to takes its electronics
waste solutions services national by
2012, All Green Electronics Recycling
announced the appointment of a new
executive management team, including
new controller, director of sales and mar-
keting, director of IT asset management,
director of transportation, and business
development manager. Each of these
executives will report directly to All
Green Electronics Recycling CEO
Arman Sadeghi. 

The appointments of industry veter-
ans Linda Kennedy as controller, Craig
Faczan as director of sales and marketing,
Randy Lewis as director of IT asset man-
agement, Kevin Crofton as director of
transportation, and Craig Diamond as
business development manager were
recently announced.

Electronics recycler names
new executive team 

The ALL Erection & Crane Rental
Corp. announced the opening of ALL
Crane Rental of Louisiana, the newest
branch of the ALL Family of Compa-
nies. Located centrally between Baton
Rouge and New Orleans in Geismar,
Louisiana, the company’s 31st yard will
fulfill the strong demand for heavy lift
equipment in the Gulf region. 

The new full-service yard in
Louisiana will serve the region around
Baton Rouge and New Orleans, including
Gulfport, Louisiana and Biloxi and Jack-
son, Mississippi. The general manager and
other key appointments are pending.

ALL Family of Companies
adds branch in Louisiana

As part of a planned market expan-
sion, Tubelite Inc. has opened two
offices in South Carolina and Texas and
added six experienced personnel to its
team. 

Both locations are fully operational
to support clients’ needs for storefront,
curtainwall, entrance and daylight control
systems. These offices also extend sup-
port for the markets Tubelite already
serves through increased sales representa-
tion in Virginia, the Carolinas and Geor-
gia, as well as South Texas.

Tubelite expands into
South Carolina and Texas

Atlas Copco SAE has acquired Grupo
Electrógenos GESAN S.A. of Spain, a
manufacturer of diesel and petrol genera-
tors sold through a global distributor net-
work. The deal strengthens Atlas Copco’s
product portfolio, especially for customers
in emerging markets. 

Gesan employs about 160 people and
is based in Zaragoza, Spain, where it has a
production and assembly facility. Its gen-
erators are used for primary power supply
and for standby purposes. The distributor
network reaches more than 85 countries,
with Europe, Africa and Russia as the
most important markets. 

Atlas Copco will keep the Gesan
brand in line with its brand portfolio strat-
egy. The group also sells generators under
the Atlas Copco and Chicago Pneumatic
brands. Atlas Copco’s generator business
operates within the portable energy divi-
sion (formerly portable air).

Atlas Copco acquires
Spanish manufacturer 

Hirschmann Automation and Con-
trol (PAT) Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
has promoted Tim Martin to inside sales
representative for the Mobile Machine
Control Solutions (MCS) Division. In
his new position, Martin is responsible
for managing the system and part sales
for Hirschmann’s house accounts. Mar-
tin has been employed by Hirschmann
since 2007 as a customer service repre-
sentative for the MCS Division. 

Rick Bowlby joins Hirschmann as
applications engineer for the MCS Divi-
sion. Bowlby will be responsible for
and hardware support and software
development. Bowlby brings 15 years of
experience as an electrical engineer for
contracting companies with the Depart-
ment of Defense.

Hirschmann recently hired Lucille
Runyon as customer service representa-
tive. Runyon’s responsibilities include
processing orders and providing customer
support for the MCS Division. Previ-
ously, Runyon was employed at Ingersoll
Rand/Volvo for almost 24 years.

Hirschmann makes
employee changes

The US Shredder and Castings Group
has added Joel Nix as a project manager to
support its shredder and castings program.

In his new role, Nix will not only be
involved in sales but also assist the com-
pany in project management and castings
support. Nix will be located at the com-
pany’s Trussville, Alabama office.

US Shredder hires new
project manager 

Media General has joined forces
with Call2Recycle, a free rechargeable
battery and cell phone collection
program. 

By joining Call2Recycle, Media
General is making recycling rechargeable
batteries simple and convenient for all
associates. Collection boxes will be
placed throughout the Southeast in more
than 45 Media General locations.
Rechargeable batteries are a long-lasting,
eco-friendly power source for many elec-
tronic devices, including laptop comput-
ers, cell phones, portable scanners and
printers, power tools and PDAs. 

Call2Recycle partners with
Media General 

Safety-Kleen Systems, Inc., has
appointed Curtis C. Knapp as chief mar-
keting officer and senior vice president.
As the company’s first chief marketing
officer, Knapp will be responsible for all
aspects of Safety-Kleen’s marketing,
corporate image and brand initiatives.

Knapp will lead development of the
company’s overall marketing and brand-
ing strategy, ensuring that Safety-
Kleen’s products and services are
aligned with the company’s strategic
plans and with its customers’ needs in
the oil re-refining, parts cleaning and
environmental solutions markets.  

Knapp joined Safety-Kleen in
December 2008 as vice president of
channel marketing, responsible for
development of new products and distri-
bution channels.

Safety-Kleen appoints new
chief marketing officer
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Events Calendar
September 19th-21st

Arkansas Recycling Coalition Conference

& Expo. Best Western Inn of the Ozarks &

Convention Center, Eureka Springs, Arkansas.

866-290-1429 • www.recycleark.org

September 21st
Upper Peninsula Recycling Coalition

Meeting. Bay College West Campus, Iron

Mountain, Michigan. 

906-786-9212 • www.uprecycles.com

September 21st-23rd
16th International Congress for Battery

Recycling (ICBR 2011). Grand Hotel

Excelsior, Venice, Italy.

+41 62 785 10 00 • www.icm.ch

September 26th-28th
Biomaterials Symposium. Brown Palace

Hotel & Spa, Denver, Colorado.

207-807-5749 • www.biopolymersummit.com

October 11th-14th
Automotive Recyclers Association

Convention and Trade Show. Westin

Charlotte and Charlotte Convention Center,

Charlotte, North Carolina. 

571-208-0428 • www.a-r-a.org

October 25th-26th
NERC Fall Conference 2011. Hotel

Northampton, Northampton, Massachusetts.

802-254-3636 • www.nerc.org

October 27th-28th
5th Shingle Recycling Forum. Doubletree

Hotel near the Galleria, Dallas, Texas.

303-779-7910 • www.shinglerecycling.org

October 31st - November 3rd
Landfill Symposium and Fall Training

Center. Orlando, Florida. 

800-467-9262 • www.swana.org

November 1st-3rd
Global Clean Energy Congress & Exhibition.

Stampede Park, Calgary AB Canada

www.globalcleanenergycongress.com

November 1st-3rd
Global Tire Expo: Green Session. The

Cosmopolitan, Las Vegas, Nevada. 

800-876-8372 • www.tireindustry.org

November 3rd-4th
5th National Conference on Rubber Modified

Asphalt. Sheraton Austin Hotel, Austin, Texas.

202-682-4805 • www.stref.org

November 6th-8th
2011 Educational Conference on Litter

Control and Solid Waste Management.

Glade Springs Resort, West Virginia.

304-292-3801 • www.awvswa.com

November 9th-10th
Canadian Waste & Recycling Expo. Palais

de congres de Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada.

700-984-8016 • www.cwre.com

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASEBUSINESS BRIEFS

Peel Scrap Metal Recycling Ltd. has
opened a new facility in Oakville,
Ontario. 

Consistent with its approach in Mis-
sissauga, the new Oakville facility will
be streamlined and efficient with the
material sorting and processing being
done inside the warehouse. It will not
scrap automobiles or trucks. 

Peel Scrap Metal Recycling Ltd. is
family owned and processes ferrous and
nonferrous metals.

Peel Scrap Metal opens
new Oakville location 

Appliance Recycling Centers of
America, Inc. has appointed Stanley
Goldberg and Steven Lowenthal to
newly created positions on ARCA’s
board of directors, expanding the board
from five to seven directors. Goldberg
currently serves as CEO of Vanguard
Graphics International while Lowenthal
is Co-CEO and shareholder of Spectrum
Commercial Services Company.

Goldberg and Lowenthal will ini-
tially serve until the next election of
directors, which will be held at the com-
pany’s annual meeting of shareholders in
May 2012. They join current directors
Duane S. Carlson, Glynnis A. Jones,
Dean R. Pickerell, Morgan J. Wolf and
Edward R. (Jack) Cameron, ARCA’s
president and CEO, to compose the
seven-member board. In addition to
being independent members of the board
of directors, Goldberg will serve on the
compensation and benefits committee
and Lowenthal will serve on the audit
committee.

Appliance Recycling
Centers adds to board

NEW PIG INTRODUCES DRIVE-
OVER LEAKBLOCKER DIKE

New Pig Corporation
One Pork Avenue
Tipton, PA 16684
800-468-4647
www.newpig.com

LOWLIFT HOIST HANDLES LOW
OVERHEAD CLEARANCE

The new LowLift™ cable hoist from Heil easily loads
and unloads rolloff containers in areas with low over-
head clearance and in half the time of conventional
hoists. The LowLift features a hinged tail that serves
as a loading platform, enabling easier and closer
alignment with the container. Lower loading height and
container angle reduces clearance issues, enabling
the LowLift to be used indoors and in areas with low
overhead clearance. The LowLift loading technology
also reduces the chance that a container will jump the
rails during loading.

Heil
2030 Hamilton Place Blvd.
Chattanooga, TN 37421
866-367-4345
www.heil.com

New Pig Corporation has introduced the Drive-Over
Leakblocker Dike, specifically designed to contain
leaks, divert stormwater and help facilities meet SPCC
and stormwater regulations.

Leakblocker Dike is the first flexible barrier that will
not crush or compromise containment, even when
driven over. The Dike’s HogHyde® skin stands up to
heavy traffic while resisting UV rays, making it ideal for
long-term use. It features a super-sealing urethane
which bonds to asphalt and concrete without adhe-
sives. The Dike is reusable, can be cleaned with soap
and water and then repositioned as needed.

BLASTCRETE INTRODUCES X-10
SHOTCRETE PUMP

Blastcrete Equipment Company’s ultra-high pres-
sure X-10 Pump is a reliable, powerful solution for
refractory installations and shotcrete applications.
Easy to maintain, operate and own, the unit achieves
quick ROI and provides dependable performance.

The X-10 is a 3” swing tube pump capable of pump-
ing up to 12 cubic yards per hour, and can handle
aggregate up to .75” diameter. Offering piston face
pressure of 2,200 PSI, it can pump material in excess
of 500 feet, horizontally and vertically.

Blastcrete Equipment
Company
2000 Cobb Avenue
Anniston, AL 36202
800-235-4867
www.blastcrete.com

VERMEER HG6000 FEATURES
UPGRADES

Vermeer Corporation has redesigned the HG6000
horizontal grinder with new design enhancements and
a Tier 4i/Stage IIIB engine to meet wood-waste
processors’ needs for productivity and government
emission regulations. The machine incorporates fea-
tures – such as a dual-screen system which allows
screens to be mixed and matched to attain the desired
end product, a box beam-style anvil with replaceable
wear surfaces and reversible cutter blocks – that will
help enhance productivity. It also features a new Tier
4i/Stage IIIB engine that produces 755 hp while meet-
ing tier regulations.

Vermeer Corporation
110 Stanford Parkway
Findlay, OH 45840
888-213-8338
www.vermeer.com

TEKSUPPLY INTRODUCES
CLEARSPAN HD BUILDINGS

TekSupply has introduced its new line of heavy-
duty, freestanding and pony wall buildings. ClearSpan
HD Buildings are designed, manufactured and con-
structed with the highest structural integrity.

Frames are manufactured from USA-made, triple-
galvanized structural steel, which is resistant to corro-
sive environments and long-lasting. The high
clearance and wide open space that ClearSpan HD
buildings offer make them ideal for a variety of waste
management needs.

TekSupply
1440 Field of Dreams Way
Dyersville, IA 52040
800-719-9827
www.teksupply.com
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Auto Recycling

Balers

HORIZONTAL BALER, LOGEMANN
MODEL 245B-AT. Bale 40” x 30” x 56”.
Bale weight 1,150 to 1,500 lbs. Compres-
sion 12” cylinder, 3,000 psi, 9” ejector
cylinder. 100 hp motor, automatic tie. 100
hours since overhaul. Bob Hall 405-236-
4255.

We buy

DIRTY MOTOR BLOCKS!
Paying TOP $ for all ferrous & NF grades.

METALICO ANNACO, INC.

800-394-1300

Serving Ohio & Western Pennsylvania  
Non-Ferrous Metal Specialists

Mobile Car Crushing Service 

Call Toll-Free 888-743-9001

Metalico Youngstown
Scrap solutions for business and industry. 

www.metalico.com

ISO  
9002  

 

ISO
9001: 2008

216-398-8800 
 

Your Source for  all  Recycling Equipment Needs 
OHIO BALER COMPANY, INC. 

EXCLUSIVE HARRIS DEALER FOR  
OHIO, WESTERN PA. & WESTERN NY. 

NEW, USED & RECONDITIONED 
ALWAYS BUYING AND SELLING 

EQUIPMENT 
• 2 RAM BALERS  •LOGGER BALERS  

• METAL BALERS & SHEARS 
• ALLIGATOR SHEARS • WIRE STRIPPERS 

• SCRAP PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
• RELINE SERVICES 

www.OhioBaler.com 

GOT A SCRAP OR PARTS YARD? Got
tow trucks? We've got business for you!
Donate A Car 2 Charity is a nationwide car
donation program handling over 18,000
vehicles a year. Looking for competitive flat
rate bids for scrap and parts vehicles.
Please fax offers to 866-545-5823 or visit
www.donateacar2charity.com.

MOSLEY AUTO METALS PRESS with
conveyor system with auto wire tier. Origi-
nal owner. Used for nonferrous metals
only. We have replaced this with a new
similar press at another location. Asking
$100,000. New replacement costs are
$500,000. Call Svinga Bros. Corp., Miami,
Florida, 305-635-4455. 

Businesses

C&D INTERNAL RAIL TRANSFER STA-
TION: 4.2 acres located in Westchester
County, NY. Approved special use permit
for 54,000 sq. ft. building. 1,500 tons per
day C&D transfer. Two 2,000’ spurs of rail
with one inside building. D.E.C. application
pending. Approved rail design with Metro
North. Call 914-906-7161.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO SALVAGE YARD
on 13.1 acres with a 2,400 sq. ft. 3-bay
garage with lift and 400 sq. ft. storage
building; in eastern PA, 1.5 hours from
NYC and 1.5 hours north of Philadelphia.
Asking $540,000. Contact Lindsay Kutz
(484-241-6783) or Louise Sylvester (610-
217-9379). Office (610-250-8880), Cold-
well Banker Heritage, Bethlehem PA
18020

We are still buying
all types of trucks &

components, any condition!

 Crystal Auto Parts: family-owned 
business, located in Dearborn, Michigan 
since 1956; holds only recycling license 
in city, facility on approximately 5.5 
acres; well-established wholesale/retail 
truck parts business and scrap process-
ing operation. Easy access to I-75 and 
I-94. Owner can remain on staff to assist 
with transition, $750,000. Call 800-336-
3348. 

RECYCLING YARD, 4.75 acres, Imperial
County, CA, pick-your-part yard, health
forces sale. $250,000 turnkey: 619-250-
3997. 

28 INDUSTRIAL ACRES: NY at Exit 26
NYS Thruway. 1 mile long, 200 to 400 ft.
wide, bordered by CSX and Guilford Rail-
road. Currently an operating parts yard.
Phase I done, II in process. Visit
https://sites.google.com/site/sunenterprizes/
for more detailed information. Government
incentives possible. $850k accepting
offers. 518-887-2330

HUGE OPPORTUNITY to advertise your
business! American Recycler Newspaper
is read by thousands of industry people
every month. Call 877-777-0737 to find
out how to get your ad displayed on
www.AmericanRecycler.com today!

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Atlas Copco has appointed Tom
Hewitt to the position of sales represen-
tative – capital equipment for the Rocky
Mountain Region. In his new position,
he is based out of the Atlas Copco store
in Denver. In his new role, Hewitt will
report directly to Keith Engelman, store
manager at the Rocky Mountain loca-
tion.

Hewitt has been serving as capital
equipment manager for Atlas Copco since
2008. He started as a service analyst for
the aftermarket service group in 2007. 

Hewitt appointed sales rep
for Atlas Copco 

Wastequip has promoted Shawn
King to vice president of sales.

King previously served as vice presi-
dent of marketing for Wastequip and
was named vice president of sales,
assuming leadership of the Wastequip
outside sales team. During her career,
King has held various marketing, sales
and product management leadership
positions for manufacturers within the
building products, industrial/automo-
tive, chemicals and textile industries.
King holds a master of business admin-
istration degree from the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington and was
recently named one of Charlotte’s 50
Most Influential Women by the Meck-
lenburg Times.

Wastequip names sales
vice president

Bunting Magnetics Co. announced
the addition of Jana L. Davis as the com-
pany’s new chief financial officer. Davis
will be responsible for all the financial
operations for both Bunting Magnetics
and its’ wholly owned subsidiary Mag-
net Applications Group Ltd. 

Davis has over 19 years of experi-
ence in business and financial manage-
ment in the aerospace, printing, media
and manufacturing industries. She is a
Certified Public Accountant and a Certi-
fied Management Accountant. Previ-
ously, Davis was the CFO for
McCormick-Armstrong, a printing com-
pany, located in Wichita, Kansas.

Bunting Magnetics names
new chief financial officer

Joel Root, former commercial man-
ager for Sims Metal Management, has
been named vice president of Upstate
Shredding - Ben Weitsman, headquar-
tered in Owego, New York. 

As vice president of the company,
Root will make decisions impacting 11
corporate facilities, including 2 mega-
shredders. He will replace current vice
president Steve Green, who is being pro-
moted to the position of president of the
company.

He began his scrap metal career in
1987 as a buyer for Wooster Iron and
Metal in Wooster, Ohio. He moved to
New Jersey in 1992 to work as a buyer
in Jersey City for Prolerized Schiabo
Neu. He continued with that company
through all mergers, eventually rising to
the position of commercial manager for
Sims Metal Management.

Upstate Shredding - Ben
Weitsman names new VP
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Material Handlers

www.hescomachinery.com
CALL JOHN DAVIS 952-944-3611

h h

2008 KOMATSU
  PC200LC-8 MH

48" Fixed Elev Cab, 
            15 KW Generator
            5,000 Hours, 
                     Grapple,
                    55,000 Lbs 
                Operating Weight

  40' 
Reach

800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com

1995 Fiat Hitachi FH130-3 - 8058 hrs, Elevated Cab,
Reach Boom, Drop Nose Stick, 12 kw Gen Set, 5 tine
Orange Peel Grapple w/ 360 Rotation, Good U/C.
Clean little machine.  $79,500

2005/2006 Cat M322C MHs, 2 available, 5,900/9,300 hrs, 
hydraulic cabs, A/C, outriggers, solid tires.  Through shop
and work ready.  Call for specs & pricing!

2006 Cat M318C MH - 4000 hrs, hydraulic, cab, A/C, 
NEW 12 kw gen set, 39 ft MH boom & stick, outriggers,
solid tires.  Like new!!!  $199,500

2001 Liebherr A924 MH - Gen set, grapple, solid tires,
& outriggers x4. Clean machine.  $119,500

1999 Cat M320 MH - Hydraulic cab, gen set, outriggers, 
and solid tires.  Nice unit!!  $119,500

ELECTRIC PEDESTAL MOUNT equilib-
rium crane, 1997 Harris model #H6520P,
65 ft. reach, 100 hp. 419-786-9243 

Material Handlers

800-472-0453      Ivan
    Jacobs

GEN-SETS &
MAGNETS

NEW American-Built 

www.HescoMachinery.com
CALL JOHN DAVIS 952-944-3611

HHEAVY EQUIPMENT 
SERVICES CO

CATERPILLAR
2007 M318D MH (Rubber) 39' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, Gen, Grapple $229,000
2005 M318C MH (Rubber) 39' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, Gen, Grapple $199,000
2008 M322D MH (Rubber) 41' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, Gen, Grapple $229,000
2005 M322C MH (Rubber) 41' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, Gen, Grapple $229,000
2005 M322C MH (Rubber) 41' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, Gen, Grapple $179,000
2008 M325D LMH (Rubber) 51' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple Call
2008 M325D LMH (Rubber) 51' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $315,000
2007 M325D LMH (Rubber) 51' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $299,000
2005 M325C LMH (Rubber) 51' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $229,000 
2006 M325D MH (Rubber) 47' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $274,000 
2006 M325C MH (Rubber) 47' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 15KW Gen, Grapple $229,000 
2005 M325C MH (Rubber) 47' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 15KW Gen, Grapple $239,000 

LIEBHERR
2005 A904C HD (Rubber) 38' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 10KW Gen, Grapple $179,000
2002 A924B (Rubber) 42' Reach, Hyd 
Cab, 15KW Gen, Grapple $159,000
2008 A934C HD (Rubber) 52' Reach, 
Hyd Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $369,000
2006 A934B (Rubber) 48' Reach, Hyd 
Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $219,000
2005 A934B (Rubber) 48' Reach, Hyd 
Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $219,000
2003 A934B (Rubber) 48' Reach, Hyd 
Cab, 20KW Gen, Grapple $189,000
2005 R934B EW (Crawler) 40' Reach 4' 
Elev Cab,  Gen, Grapple $179,000
1999 R934 EW (Crawler) 48' Reach 4' 
Elev Cab,  Gen, Grapple $139,000

SENNEBOGEN
2002 835R (Crawler) Hyd Cab, 20KW 
Gen, No Grapple, $199,000
2006 850R (Crawler) Hyd Cab, 20KW 
Gen, No Grapple, Call

FUCHS
2006 MHL320 (Rubber) 31' Reach Hyd 
Cab, Gen Set & Grapple $199,000
2001 MHL320 (Rubber) 31' Reach Hyd 
Cab, Gen Set & Grapple $139,000
2005 MHL350 (Rubber) 49' Reach Hyd 
Cab, New 17 KW Gen Set & Grapple 
$215,000
2007 MHL360D (Rubber) 54' Reach Hyd 
Cab, Gen Set & Grapple $360,000

KOMATSU
2008 PC200LC-8 MH (Crawler) 40' 
Reach 48" Elev Cab, Gen, Grapple, Call

Material Handlers

NEW BELT OR DIESEL-DRIVEN
GEN-SETS COMPLETE

(3) USED ROTATING GRAPPLES
USED 67” & 58” OHIO MAGNETS

NEW 4-TINE ROTATING        
SCRAP GRAPPLES

Call Ivan Jacobs today at
800-472-0453

CATERPILLAR
2005 M322 REBUILT (rubber) with 42' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.
2002 M318 (rubber), 36' reach, A/C, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set and grapple.

FUCHS
2006 & 2007 MHL350D (rubber), 52' reach, 
A/C hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.
2005 MHL 350 (rubber), 50' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set and grapple.
2006 MHL331 (rubber), 34' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set and grapple.
2001 MHL360 REBUILT (rubber), 59' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.
2001 MHL320 (rubber), 31' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set, new 36" magnet and grapple.
1995 MHL 350 REBUILT (rubber), 50' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.

LIEBHERR
2006 Liebherr R934 (crawler), 50' reach, 4' 
cab riser, gen-set and grapple.
2005 A934C-HD (rubber) 50’ reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set and grapple.
2004 R954EW (crawler), 59' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set and grapple.
1999 R934EW REBUILT (crawler), 50' reach,   
4' cab riser, gen-set and grapple.
1999 A924 (rubber), 41’ reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set and grapple.
1994 A932 REBUILT (rubber), hydraulic cab, 
gen-set and grapple.

SENNEBOGEN
2007 830M (rubber), 50’ reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set and grapple.
2007 825D (rubber), 43’ reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set and grapple.
2005 835R (crawler) 52’ reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set and grapple.
2005 835M REBUILT (rubber), 55' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.
2004 825M REBUILT (rubber), 43' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.
2000 830M REBUILT (rubber), 46' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set and grapple.

OTHERS
2010 Atlas 350 (rubber), 55' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set and grapple.
1999 Komatsu PW130 (rubber), 27’ reach, 3’ 
cab riser, gen-set, solid tires and grapple.
1996 KOMATSU PC240 REBUILT  (crawler), 
38' reach, 3' cab riser, gen-set and grapple.
2003 NEW HOLLAND MH (rubber), 40' 
reach, cab riser, gen-set and grapple.
1995 NORTHSHORE 2100 SE REBUILT 
(stationary electric -75HP) MH, 27' reach, 
cab,  A/C and grapple.

EQUIPMENT
INTERNATIONAL

Mobile Shears & Grapples
Hydraulic Material Handlers

Magnets & Gen-sets

Material Handlers

Miscellaneous

$90,000 OBO

1999 PC400 Komatsu

Gen-set
&

Grapple

Scrap
Handler

AK 7000 Aluminum

Contact Nick
570-274-3451

Propane or
oil fired.
Like new,

used about
10 times.

$17,000

Furnace

GREAT
 BUYS

Continued on Page 22

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
SUBSCRIPTION SPECIAL
Buy a 2-year subscription

and get a
1-year subscription FREE* 
for a friend or coworker!
Call 877-777-0737 to order.

*US Subscriptions only.

NEXT DEADLINE 9/19
CALL TODAY   877-777-0737
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AmericanRecycler.com
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412.562.0891 tel
412.562.0892 fax

info@sternerconsulting.com

sternerconsulting.com

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

VALUATION & FUNDING PACKAGES

We’ll provide documentation best suited for the
presentation of your business, according to your needs!

For a VALUATION
of your business for funding, sale or succession, 

CALL US.

See our Business for Sale section at:

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Two Gruendler
5060 Vertical Hammer mill 500 hp electric
motors with T conveyor and starter control
panel. They are 2001 but put in service in
2003; Electric CBI Magnum grinder; 1998
Gruendler 5060DH portable grinder CAT
engine, 1994 Vermeer TG400 tub grinder
call 914-906-7161. 

74 x 104 AUTO SHREDDER, 3,800 hp
diesel drive, feed chute and compression
feeder, 419-786-9243. 

A Midwest HARRIS Dealer
Dedicated to Serving the 
SCRAP Industry!

TO SEE OUR INVENTORY PLEASE VISIT
www.sargentsequipment.com
OR CALL US AT 708-758-2062

We Service what we Sell!

Material handlers in stock:
Liebherr A924, A934, A944

Cat-M320, M325C, 330C
Shears in stock:

PC 200/300R Genesis
Kobelko 350/660R Genesis

Cat 345/1000R Genesis
Genesis 500R/990R

Perry Videx LLC • 609-288-4046
fgarcia@perryvidex.com • www.perryvidex.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• CUMBERLAND 150 HP, Mdl C1400, 3KN granulator
• Previero film shredder 33 x 49" 170 HP
• Nelmor/Satrind shred/grind combo 42 x 100"
• Weima “Leopard” shredder, MDL WLH600S/45 

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

Hi-efficiency, new technology.
INCREASE PROFITS!

U
S 
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           Also:
PARTS • REPAIR • CUSTOM BUILDS

SWEAT FURNACES

Miscellaneous

800-549-0490
All 50 plus Canada!Hamburg, NY

New Low Price
for Lower-pressure ALLIGATOR

SHEARS – Ideal for radiator cleaning, etc.

COMPACT
GENIUS GENSET

FULL DETAILS ON WEBSITE

INSTALL DIMENSIONS:
L34” X W30” X H34” 

• 13kW 57 AMP GENERATOR
• SHORT-CIRCUIT PROOF
• NO WEARING PARTS
• KUBOTA (4) CYL. DIESEL
• DAMAGE SHIELD “CAPSULE”
• VIBRATION ISOLATED
• REMOTE CONTROLS IN CAB
• IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
• “100+” BUYER BONUS

MADE IN AMERICA BY
JOB MACHINERY, INC.

CALL 612-961-8893

www.jobmachineryinc.com

Call Mike Sargent:
708-243-2912

www.sargentsequipment.com

66”rubber belt slider in-feed conveyor, hydraulic
kick-out door and tilt, spare rotor, electric drive

DFR, complete in-feed ramp, complete hydraulic
power units,  all electronic controls and panels.
No electric motor included., located in Midwest.

$375,000

60" SHREDDER

Miscellaneous Miscellaneous

Shears

Scales

NTEP APPROVED, LEGAL FOR TRADE
FLOOR SCALES: 4' x 4' 5,000 lbs. $795,
5' x 5' 5,000 lbs. $1,100. Scales come fac-
tory calibrated with digital readout. Free
shipping, other sizes and capacities avail-
able. Industrial Commercial Scales, LLC,
843-278-0342, sales@icscale.com.

www.hescomachinery.com
CALL JOHN DAVIS 952-944-3611

2006 Kobelco SK330LC (crawler) 
with New LaBounty 
MSD 2500 R Shear

2006 K b l SK330LC ( l )
MOBILE SHEARSMOBILE SHEARS

MOBILE
SHEARS

  
LIEBHERR 

R952HDX with 
Vibra-Ram shear.

2006 CASE CX330 and (4,409 hours) with  
2008 Genesis 660R rotating shear.
2003 KOBELCO SK 290 with Genesis GXP 
400R rotating shear.

800-472-0453      Ivan
    Jacobs

with 

Cab Guards

LIEBHERR
R952HDX withww
Vibra-Ram shear.

Guards

MOBILEMOBILE
SHEARSSHEARS

Software

Wanted

SALVAGE YARD SOFTWARE. Auto recy-
clers yard management system for Win-
dows™ by Rossknecht Software. Obtain
extra revenue from scrap vehicles.
Includes vehicle parts breakdown, invoic-
ing, bar code tags, digital pictures,
reports, towing, sales history, bookkeep-
ing. New: Scrap purchase invoice and
prints checks; send your inventory to your
website. $750 complete, no monthly fees.
Visit www.rossknecht.com, e-mail
arsales@rossknecht.com. Free demo CD
303-884-5315.

CONVERTO TANDEM PUP TRAILER.
Original owners, used to haul additional
containers to job sites. Original cost
$13,000. Equipment in excellent condition.
Price $5,000. Contact Svinga Bros. Corp.,
Miami, Florida. 305-635-4455.

Trucks & Trailers

Call about our
specials for next

month!

NEXT DEADLINE

September 19

OCTOBER EQUIPMENT
SPOTLIGHT TOPIC

Conveyors for 
Electronics Recycling

877-777-0737





NEW and USED Equipment

10 Foot Opening 
Advanced Oil Recovery System
State-of-the-Art Automation System
400-gallon Fuel Tank and Optional 
Auxiliary Fuel Pump
Optional High-speed Oil Bypass System
Economical 4-cylinder and Electrical 
Models

Larger Charge Box
Variable Bale Size
Increased Compression Force
Extended Fuel Capacity
Heavy-duty Knuckle Boom
Superior Reach
Superior Lifting Capacity

10 ft.

Models

Huron, South Dakota

800-548-6469
605-352-6469

www.OverBuilt.com
sales@overbuilt.com

MAXIMIZE YOUR CRUSHING EFFICIENCY

HIGH-SPEED
BALER/LOGGER

ORDER TODAY &
TAKE DELIVERY 
AT YOUR YARD!

Used Equipment For Sale
1995 E-Z Log Baler

$85,000

110 hp John Deere diesel engine 
with 4,550 hours.

2008 S5250 ORCA Baler

$200,000

Able to crush up to 30 cars per hour.
1990s Big MAC Portable Crusher

$69,000

Air compressor, new automation, pump, 
repacked cylinder.
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Nobody expected nor wanted the
death and destruction created by the
tornado that blasted through Joplin,
Missouri this spring, but, as always, life
and business goes on. In this major
clean up effort there was and continues
to be frenzied activity to recover
metals.

“There are tons of people out there
with pickup trucks, trailers, cars, vans –
you name it – anything they can haul
stuff in. The city opened up the right-
of-way all around town, all of the ease-
ments. Any type of metal that is out on
the city-owned property, people are
allowed to pick it up and haul it in.”
That’s how Jack Todd, owner of Acme
Metals & Recycling described the
scene in Joplin six weeks after the May
22 tornado passed through. 

Based in Joplin, but luckily missed
by the tornado, Acme is primarily
involved in industrial recycling of all
grades of ferrous and nonferrous scrap
metal. Acme also provides demolition,
plant dismantling and container servic-
es to recover metals. In cooperation
with Commodity Resources of New
England, Inc., Acme recycles thousands
of tons of scrap metal and waste paper
each year. 

“When you take a third of the town
right through the heart of the residential
area, the hospital and the retail district
– it looks like a giant grinder has taken
everything down to the ground. Every-
thing was sandblasted from the small
debris – trees, cars, houses and the peo-

ple too. That was actually the cause of
many fatalities, people losing their
skin. You can literally see six miles
from one side of the town to the other –
monstrous destruction. There are hun-
dreds of FEMA debris trucks working
everyday to clean it up, but it’s going to
take a long time. They are perhaps one-
third done,” Todd reported. 

Todd told us that his phone has not
stopped ringing for weeks, yet his busi-

ness is not open to the public since he
does contract hauling and services
industrial accounts. “Everyone in the
area is looking for dumpsters, prices for
metals and which metals can and can-
not be recycled. I have to turn business
away because I’ve run out of contain-
ers. I had 40 30-yard dumpsters, but
very few extras. Everyone’s had to step
up and change the way they do business
over the past few weeks.”

“There are constantly lines four
and five blocks long to get into scrap
yards around here,” Todd continued.
“They are swamped. People from the
scrap yards are out directing traffic for
those wanting to get into the yards,
showing them where to put ferrous and
nonferrous metals. The piles of metals
at yards went from 50 to 60 tons, prob-
ably 50 feet wide and suddenly grew to

Recovering auto metals from the Joplin tornado
by MIKE BRESLIN
mbreslin@americanrecycler.com

PHOTO BY KASIDEN | DREAMSTIME

See TORNADO CARS, Page 7

President Obama has announced a
historic agreement with 13 major
automakers to pursue the next phase in
the administration’s national vehicle
program – increasing fuel economy to
54.5 miles per gallon for cars and light-
duty trucks by model year 2025. The
President was joined by Ford, GM,
Chrysler, BMW, Honda, Hyundai,
Jaguar/Land Rover, Kia, Mazda, Mit-
subishi, Nissan, Toyota and Volvo –
which together account for over 90 per-

cent of all vehicles sold in the United
States – as well as the United Auto
Workers (UAW), and the State of Cali-
fornia, who were integral to developing
this agreement.

“This agreement on fuel standards
represents the single most important step
we’ve ever taken as a nation to reduce
our dependence on foreign oil,” said
President Obama. “Most of the compa-
nies here were part of an agreement we
reached two years ago to raise the fuel

efficiency of their cars over the next five
years. We’ve set an aggressive target and
the companies are stepping up to the
plate. By 2025, the average fuel econo-
my of their vehicles will nearly double
to almost 55 miles per gallon.”

Building on the Obama administra-
tion’s agreement for model years 2012-
2016 vehicles, which will raise fuel effi-
ciency to 35.5 mpg and begin saving
families money at the pump this year,
the next round of standards will require

performance equivalent to 54.5 mpg or
163 grams/mile of CO2 for cars and
light-duty trucks by model year 2025.
Achieving the goals of this historic
agreement will rely on innovative tech-
nologies and manufacturing that will
spur economic growth and create high-
quality domestic jobs in cutting edge
industries across America.

These programs, combined with the
model year 2011 light truck standard,

President Obama announces 54.5 mpg efficiency standard

See EFFICIENCY, Page 2

According to FEMA, the Joplin, Missouri tornado of May 22, 2011 totaled approximately 18,000 vehicles. 



represent the first meaningful update to
fuel efficiency standards in three
decades and span model years 2011 to
2025. Together, they will save American
families $1.7 trillion dollars in fuel
costs, and by 2025 result in an average
fuel savings of over $8,000 per vehicle.
Additionally, these programs will dra-
matically cut oil consumed, saving a
total of 12 billion barrels of oil, and by
2025, reduce oil consumption by 2.2
million barrels per day – as much as half
of the oil imported from OPEC every
day.

The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Department of

Transportation (DOT) have worked
closely with auto manufacturers, the
state of California, environmental
groups, and other stakeholders for sever-
al months to ensure these standards are
achievable, cost-effective and preserve
consumer choice. The program would
increase the stringency of standards for
passenger cars by an average of five per-
cent each year. The stringency of stan-
dards for pick-ups and other light-duty
trucks would increase an average of 3.5
percent annually for the first five model
years and an average of five percent
annually for the last four model years of
the program, to account for the unique
challenges associated with this class of
vehicles.

EPA and NHTSA are developing a
joint proposed rulemaking, which will
include full details on the proposed pro-
gram and supporting analyses, including
the costs and benefits of the proposal
and its effects on the economy, auto

manufacturers, and consumers. After the
proposed rules are published in the Fed-
eral Register, there will be an opportuni-
ty for public comment and public hear-
ings. The agencies plan to issue a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking by the end of
September 2011. California plans on
adopting its proposed rule in the same
time frame as the federal proposal. 

Given the long time frame at issue
in setting standards for model years
2022-2025 light-duty vehicles, EPA and
NHTSA intend to propose a comprehen-
sive mid-term evaluation. Consistent
with the agencies’ commitment to main-
taining a single national framework for
vehicle GHG and fuel economy regula-
tion, the agencies will conduct the mid-
term evaluation in close coordination
with California.

In achieving the level of standards
described above for the 2017-2025 pro-
gram, the agencies expect automakers’
use of advanced technologies to be an
important element of transforming the
vehicle fleet. The agencies are consider-
ing a number of incentive programs to
encourage early adoption and introduc-
tion into the marketplace of advanced
technologies that represent “game
changing” performance improvements,
including:

•Incentives for electric vehicles,
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, and fuel
cells vehicles; 

•Incentives for advanced technology
packages for large pickups, such as
hybridization and other performance-
based strategies; 

•Credits for technologies with
potential to achieve real-world CO2
reductions and fuel economy improve-
ments that are not captured by the stan-
dards test procedures.

In addition, EPA plans to propose
provisions for: 

•Credits for improvements in air
conditioning systems, both for efficiency
improvements and for use of alternative,
lower global warming potential
refrigerant; 

•Treatment of compressed natural
gas (CNG); 

•Continued credit banking and trad-
ing, including a one-time carry-forward
of unused model year 2010-2016 credits
through model year 2021.

A Letter from
the Editor

www.AmericanRecycler.comPage B2, September 2011

Dave Fournier
Focus Section Editor
david@americanrecycler.com

Readers,
Whether or not you believe that

the United States’ recent credit
downgrade by Standard & Poor was
warranted, it nevertheless affected
both businesses and consumers
alike. North American-based com-
panies slowed production, and anx-
ious consumers continued to repair
old appliances and vehicles while
deferring large purchases for later
(not that consumption has picked up
in recent months anyway, but the
downgrade certainly didn’t help
bolster consumer confidence).

Heightened consumer anxiety
has increased the rate at which
scrap supplies are dwindling, and
competition for sufficient material
to keep the numerous North Ameri-
can shredders fed and running con-
tinues to be fierce. In an effort to
cope, shredders are buying up com-
petitors in an attempt to protect turf
and safeguard scrap streams.

The scrap shortage has caused
other phenomena as well. With
prices on the rise, scrap theft has
once again become a regular news
piece, with the occasional story of
the copper thief who gets fried for
his efforts. Government oversight of
scrap yards to deter theft has added
additional layers of regulatory com-
pliance requirements and further
increased the cost of being in the
scrap business.

Prices for autos at auctions and
for metal brought in from the curb-
side have risen significantly as com-
peting operations vie to keep scrap
supplies – and thereby profits –
coming in the door. The downside,
of course, is that as scrap supplies
dwindle and demand continues
unabated, the margins to be made
on shred are becoming slimmer.

One of the exceptions to this
trend has been Joplin, Missouri and
the surrounding area. There, a hor-
rific natural disaster created a scrap
bonanza as it devastated resident’s
lives and automobiles alike. This
month, author Mike Breslin exam-
ines how the community is recover-
ing from the disaster, and how the
sudden surplus of automotive scrap
has affected the local businesses
that handle it.

Enjoy this month’s edition of
the American Recycler. We’ll return
in October and turn our Focus on
everything new in electronics recy-
cling. In the meanwhile, feel free to
connect with us on Facebook for
more news, updates and specials.

Until next month,

Ad space is limited, 
so don’t wait...
877-777-0737
www.AmericanRecycler.com
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SPOTLIGHT
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R
To be included in the spotlight,

you must manufacture the equip-
ment featured. We require a compa-
ny name, contact person, telephone
number and, if applicable, a website
address.

To be listed in the appropriate
spotlight, please call 877-777-0737.

UPCOMING TOPICS

10/11 Electronics Conveyors

11/11 Vertical Balers

12/11 Magnets

01/12 Chippers & Grinders

American Recycler is not responsible for
non-inclusion of manufacturers and their
equipment. Manufacturers are to contact
American Recycler to ensure their com-
pany is listed in the Equipment Spotlight.
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Efficiency
■Continued from Page 1

The American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), coordinator of the United
States voluntary standardization system,
has submitted to the Department of Energy
(DOE) a report outlining priority areas
where standards and conformance activi-
ties are needed to facilitate the safe, effec-
tive, and large-scale deployment of electric
drive vehicles (EDV) in the United States. 

The report details findings from the
ANSI Workshop, Standards and Codes for
Electric Drive Vehicles, which ANSI con-
vened on behalf of DOE and the Idaho
National Laboratory. Nearly 120 stakehold-
ers and another 30 webinar attendees exam-
ined the standards, codes, conformance
programs and education initiatives needed
to drive the widespread deployment of
EDVs in support of President Barack

Obama’s goal to have one million electric
vehicles on American roads by 2015. 

According to the ANSI Workshop
Report: Standards and Codes for Electric
Drive Vehicles, the issues of safety and
consumer confidence – and the confor-
mance and training programs needed to
support them – are key priorities for the
widespread acceptance of EDVs and the
continued growth of the market.

The overarching conclusion of the
April workshop was a call for better coordi-
nation and harmonization of standardiza-
tion efforts, and for a public-private partner-
ship to move this work forward quickly and
effectively. Participants agreed that a stan-
dardization roadmap for North America
would help to establish priorities for the
work that needs to be done. A matrix of the

various coordinating bodies and standards
activities would also help stakeholders to
navigate the various activities taking place
and facilitate global harmonization.

To offer a neutral forum where public
and private sector stakeholders can work
cooperatively toward solutions that will
help build the market for EDVs, ANSI
formed the Electric Vehicles Standards
Panel (EVSP) in March 2011. The goal of
the EVSP is to produce a strategic roadmap
by year’s end that will define the standards
and conformity assessment programs that
are needed to support this major shift in the
national automotive landscape.

The full workshop report, as well as the
speaker presentations and webinar record-
ings of the workshop, are available at
www.ansi.org/edv.

ANSI releases report on standards needed
to support electric vehicles in the States



Honda has announced that 10 of 14
Honda manufacturing plants in North
America are now operating with zero
waste to landfill, while the remaining 4
plants are functioning with “virtually
zero” waste-to-landfill.

Honda Manufacturing of Alabama
became the first zero waste-to-landfill
auto plant in North America at the out-
set of production in 2001, setting off a
trend within the company. Honda Man-
ufacturing of Indiana also started pro-
duction as a zero waste-to-landfill plant
in 2008.

Waste sent to landfills has been
dramatically reduced at Honda auto
plants throughout North America –
from 62.8 pounds of industrial waste to
landfills for every automobile produced
in the fiscal year (FY) ended March 31,
2001, to an estimated 1.8 pounds per
automobile in the current fiscal year
2012. Among all of its 14 plants in
North America, Honda now sends less
than one-half of 1 percent of all operat-
ing waste to landfills. Remaining waste
product is either recycled or used for
energy recovery.

Since the establishment of zero
waste-to-landfill production in its Ala-
bama plant in 2001, Honda has under-
taken a major initiative at plants
throughout the region to eliminate land-
fill waste. To understand what com-
prised each plant’s landfill waste,
Honda associates went “dumpster div-
ing,” looking at the composition of the
waste material resulting from all of its
production activities.

On the basis of these findings and
subsequent investigations, Honda asso-
ciates at all 14 plants in North America
have identified and implemented hun-
dreds of waste-reduction and waste-
recycling initiatives. These initiatives
run the gamut, from the reduction of
offal (metal scrap) in stamping process-
es, to improved parts packaging for
ease of recycling, to the minimization
of paper and plastic waste from cafete-
rias. As a result of these efforts over the
past 10 years, the company has prevent-
ed an estimated 4.4 billion pounds of
waste material from being sent to land-
fills, which is equivalent to the amount
of household waste produced by 2.8
million Americans, roughly the popula-
tion of Chicago, in a single year.

Many of the waste-reduction and
recycling activities were undertaken
through Honda’s associate involvement
programs, including its “NH Circle”
quality circles, where teams of associ-
ates throughout the company engage in
an annual competition to improve
Honda’s value to its customers and
society, with a strong focus on efficien-
cy, cost and waste reduction.

Examples of Honda associates’
waste reduction initiatives include:

•Engine plants in Ohio, Alabama
and Canada are reusing virtually all
leftover sand from aluminum and fer-
rous metal casting operations. In
FY2010, the 3 plants recycled a total of
9,400 tons of sand, which is used as
mulch and landscaping material, and in
concrete products.

•No steel scrap from North Ameri-
can manufacturing operations has been
going to landfills. In one example of
Honda’s effort to reduce steel scrap, in
FY2009, the Marysville Auto Plant ini-
tiated a program to reduce the amount
of offal by reducing the size of steel
sheets used to stamp new body parts.
The program, which significantly
reduces the environmental impact of
transporting and recycling the steel, is
now being adopted by other Honda fac-
tories in North America including the
Canada, Indiana and East Liberty,
Ohio, auto plants, and is being consid-
ered by other Honda plants around the
world.

•In FY2008, Honda Power Equip-
ment in Swepsonville, North Carolina,
initiated a closed-loop system for recy-
cling aluminum scrap from the machin-
ing trimming process, melting the scrap
into ingots that are recycled into die-
cast operations.

•The East Liberty, Ohio, auto plant
built a recycling bin for bolts, other
unused fasteners and parts packaging,
enabling the factory to recycle more
than 22 tons of steel each year.

•Within the past year, all four
Honda plants in Ohio completed their
initiative to eliminate more than 500
metric tons of cafeteria waste produced
annually. The plants joined with other
Honda plants in North America in tran-
sitioning to washable dishware and to
disposing of solid waste through com-
posting, recycling and energy recovery.

•The Timmonsville, South Caroli-
na, powersports plant recycles hard
plastic foam, sheet plastic foam and
other recyclable plastics from incoming
parts shipments, diverting more than
130 tons of plastic from landfills each
year.

•The Marysville and East Liberty,
Ohio, plants also recently began wash-
ing and reusing thousands of plastic
caps each day that are used to protect
parts during shipping.

The only two remaining landfill
waste streams in all of Honda’s North
American production activities are: (1)
paper, plastic and food waste from
associate break rooms and cafeterias at
Honda’s Mexico automobile and
motorcycle plants, where there exists
no more environmentally responsible
means of disposal; and (2) a byproduct
of the paint pretreatment process for
aluminum body panels at both the East
Liberty and Marysville, Ohio, auto
plants, which, due to EPA regulations,
is non-recyclable. Honda is working
with the EPA to identify an alternative
means of disposal.
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Anything from

MILD
TO

WILD!

Kilar Fabrication Inc.

330-534-8961
www.kilar.cc

CUSTOM
BUILT

CARRIERS
• Aluminum or steel
• Highest quality components 
• State-of-the-art
   manufacturing processes

•CORE BUDDY
   Make more CA$H now!

•INVENTORY BUDDY
   Turn your parts faster!

•BID BUDDY XL
   Buy smarter! 

NMVTIS Buddy

Inventory and Bid Buddy can be
used with Checkmate, Pinnacle
CLassic & Pro, Hollander HYMS

and Powerlink 1 & 2.

Reports VINS directly to ISO,
keeps VINS organized, offers
easy-to-find vehicle status
& works with or w/o YMS.

The BEST VIN Reporting Software Available!

N
ew
!

866.337.1177
buddyai.com

Call for a live demo!

More SOLUTIONS for
Auto Recycling and
Scrap Industries:

Ten Honda manufacturing facilities
achieve zero waste to landfill status

Q: What is the difference between a
cat and a comma?

A: One has the paws before the claws,
and the other has the clause before the
pause.

FTC affirms use
of recycled
parts in repairs

In a letter to Automotive Recyclers
Association (ARA) chief executive offi-
cer Michael Wilson, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), affirmed the use of
recycled automotive parts in warranty
repairs. In the letter, the FTC said, “War-
rantors may not claim that a warranty is
void simply because a consumer has
used an authorized or recycled part.”

“Tying warranties to the use of new,
authorized replacement parts is illegal
under the Magnuson-Moss Act,” said
Wilson. “Several months ago we asked
the FTC to review position statements
by several automobile manufacturers
that implied that recycled parts are lesser
quality parts than new OEM parts and
that their use could void a manufacturer
warranty,” said Wilson.

ARA raised concerns with the FTC
that the position statements of the auto-
mobile manufacturers might mislead
consumers into thinking that using recy-
cled parts in a repair could void their
warranty. As a result, the FTC
announced the update of a consumer
alert entitled: Auto Warranties, Routine
Maintenance, and Repairs: Is Using the
Dealer a Must? The revised alert specifi-
cally notes that the mere use of recycled
parts does not void a warranty and that it
is illegal for warrantors to void a warran-
ty or deny coverage simply because a
recycled part was used.

For a link to the alert,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.



Rollbacks

The rollback truck, or carrier, is a
useful tool for auto recyclers when
automobiles and auto wrecks need to
be hauled into or out of the yard. The
original model, the Ernest Holmes
flatbed rollback, was built and tested
in the early 1900s but it was Chevron
that built the first slide-back carrier in
1969. Although used primarily by auto
recyclers from that time on, the prod-
uct has become the most popular piece
of equipment for the towing industry
as well.

Dynamic Towing Equipment &
Manufacturing offers a three-year war-
ranty on their T-180 product, a versa-
tile car carrier which can be used as a
conventional rollback or as a recovery
vehicle. “The T-180 is unique to the
towing industry as we are the only tow
truck manufacturer that has this type of
technology. The T-180 rotator has the
ability to swing 90 degrees in either
direction. Our customers choose the
carrier because of its unique ability to
retrieve and unload vehicles in hard-to-
reach situations,” stated Shelly
Schultz, business development
manager.

Schultz added that the unit is also
ideal for moving and setting PODS,
vehicles in parking lots or other jobs
where working space is limited. “We
manufacture all of our equip-
ment in the United States and
we are the first and only manu-
facturer to bring this technology
to the American market. As a
result, we’ve received an influx
of inquiries and expect a 30 per-
cent market increase in the next
2 years. To see the T-180 in
action, view the videos available at our
Facebook page,” Shultz said.

Thomas Tracy is the factory repre-
sentative at Kilar Fabrication. He said

that his company takes pride in manu-
facturing carriers with the highest
quality components, using state-of-the-
art manufacturing processes. “Our
products meet the specific needs of
each customer. Standard carrier pack-
ages can also be modified according to
customer requirements. All products
are engineered to withstand the most
challenging work – anything from mild
to wild!”

In particular, Kilar’s 10 Series
Aluminum Carrier and their 10 Series
Steel Carrier are very popular. Both
carriers share a number of standard

features such as a 10,000 lb.
deck and a 8,000 lb. winch,
but the aluminum carrier floor
is extruded with 2 front/4 rear
keyhole slots, and the steel
floor is smooth with 4 front/6
rear keyhole slots.

“Instead of a wrecker, it
seems more and more cus-
tomers are using a slide-back
bed for day-to-day jobs. This
trend may have evolved

because the slide-back works best for
accommodating SUVs, all-wheel-drive
and hybrid vehicles. The addition of a
side puller or knuckle boom makes a
rollback truck much more versatile for
recovery type work,” Tracy said.

Tracy has noticed other trends as
well. “Our clients definitely face a big-
ger challenge lately, in obtaining
financing. As a result, we have assisted
more customers than ever before with
repairing old equipment and building
new beds for older trucks. As a small,
family-owned and operated business,
Kilar has a lot of flexibility in offering
both manufacturing and fabrication of
repair parts – whether steel or alu-
minum. We also can provide in-house
hydraulic cylinder fabrication and
repair,” he stated.

According to Randy Olson, Miller
Industries vice president of marketing,
“Miller Industries is the world leader
in towing and recovery equipment. We

manufacture well-known
products in the industry,
including Century, Chevron,
Vulcan, Champion, Holmes,
Challenger and Eagle. We also
offer a complete line of recov-
ery units with boom capacities
ranging from 4 to 75 tons and
carriers with deck lengths
from 17.5 to 30’ in length with
capacities up to 40,000 lbs.

“In the auto recycling market, our
most popular product is a 21’ carrier
with an independent hydraulic wheel
lift which allows the operator to trans-
port 2 vehicles. Our other popular
model is a 4-car carrier that has a 28’
deck along with an over-the-cab rack.
All of our carriers are available in steel
or aluminum.”

Olson also said that Miller Indus-
tries brands have a long history in the
carrier industry and that, “one of the
most dramatic changes in the industry
has been the patent-pending technolo-
gy of Miller’s LCG carrier. The LCG
(lower center of gravity) carrier has a
deck height that is 5 to 6” lower than a
more conventional carrier. The benefits
include the ability to haul taller loads,
greater stability when driving the
loaded unit and a lower load angle,”
Miller said.

He explained that with a lower
deck height, the operator can easily
secure his load while standing on the
ground. “Regulations require a secure
load with a four-point tie down. The
configuration of this product is a great
feature because it makes it easier for
an operator to comply with those regu-
lations. For easy unloading of dam-
aged vehicles, the LCG also has a
dump angle of 20 degrees. Most 2-car
carriers are mounted on a chassis with
a 26,000 lb. GVW – a big advantage
over older carrier models that may be
mounted on 10,000 to 15,000 lb. GVW
carrier. Also, we’ve noticed that clients
require their trucks to operate longer
than ever, so it is important to buy a
quality piece of equipment that holds
up to the tough demands of the work.
In addition to providing products that
meet that need, we offer a nationwide
distribution network that provides
parts and service after the sale,” stated
Olson.

EQUIPMENT 
SPOTLIGHT 

N

by MARY M. COX
maryc@americanrecycler.com
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Manufacturer List

Danco Products
Holly Newlin
800-453-2626
www.dancoproducts.com

Dual-Tech, Inc.
Jo Ann Roberts
865-767-3456
www.dual-techinc.com

Dynamic Towing Equipment & Mfg.
Shelly Schultz
800-831-9299
www.dynamictow.com

Godwin Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Dale Fann
800-892-0181
www.godwinmfg.com

Jerr-Dan
Tracy O’Dowd
240-420-8785
www.JerrDan.com 

Kilar
Thomas Tracy
330-534-8961
www.kilar.cc

Miller Industries Towing Equip. Inc.
Randy Olson
800-292-0330
www.millerind.com

United Recovery Industries
Bill Benfer
252-264-2300
www.unitedrecoveryind.com

Weld Built
Harry Brown
631-643-9700
www.weldbuilt.com

brosequip.com

Building the Lightest and Strongest Equipment in the industry for over 70 years.

BROTHERS
EQUIPMENT

800-578-8471

Dynamic Towing Equipment & Mfg.

Miller Industries Towing Equip. Inc.

Kilar
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Cleaner vehicles help create
jobs and economic growth

More than 155,000 American work-
ers already are making components for
clean, fuel-efficient vehicles, and that
number could grow significantly as the
United States continues to embrace new
generations of fuel efficient cars and
trucks, according to a new study.

The report, jointly produced by the
Natural Resources Defense Council, the
National Wildlife Federation and the
UAW, came just two days before Presi-
dent Obama was scheduled to visit an
advanced battery facility in Holland,
Michigan, to tout how the new 54.5 mpg
fuel standard for cars and light trucks
will lead to innovative technologies that
will enable automakers to achieve even
greater mileage for their products and
save consumers money.

The report, “Supplying Ingenuity:
U.S. Suppliers of Clean, Fuel-Efficient
Vehicle Technologies,” underscored the
strong link between fuel-efficient vehi-
cles and economic vitality.

“The reality is that cleaner vehicles
have already led to more jobs,” said
Peter Lehner, executive director of the
Natural Resources Defense Council.
“Our report shows how strong fuel effi-
ciency standards have employed people
nationwide, so stronger standards will

certainly mean even more job growth in
the future.”

According to the report, 43 states
and the District of Columbia now are
home to the 300-plus manufacturers that
develop and supply key components for
advanced internal combustion engines
and vehicles, hybrid power-trains and
plug-in electric vehicles.

“This report shows that most states
have facilities that produce clean-vehicle
technologies,” said UAW vice president
Cindy Estrada, who directs the union’s
Competitive Shop/Independents, Parts
and Suppliers Department. “The
employment benefits flowing from
increases to vehicle fuel efficiency will
be widespread.”

The report lists the top 15 states
employing the highest number of
autoworkers in clean, efficient technolo-
gies: Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, North
Carolina, Kentucky, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Alabama, California, South Car-
olina, Tennessee, New York, Illinois, Vir-
ginia and Arizona.

“This report demonstrates how
strong fuel efficiency standards for cars
and trucks sustain local jobs. They also
safeguard wildlife, and protect Ameri-
ca’s public health,” said Jim Lyon, the
National Wildlife Federation’s senior
vice president for conservation pro-
grams.

A copy of the report, including an
interactive map, can be found at
www.nrdc.org/transportation/autosuppliers.

“The reality is that cleaner

vehicles have already led to

more jobs.” — Peter Lehner

There’s a fine line between fishing and standing on the shore looking like an idiot.
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“I had no interest in being in this business at all,” said Ben Silver, CEO of
Central Foreign Auto Parts. But he didn’t mean it quite the way it sounds. Cen-
tral was his father’s business, and when he was growing up, he was much more
interested in athletics than in cars.

Going into college, Silver knew he wanted to study business. “I knew I had
a head for it,” he said. He left college with a degree in management and market-
ing. Then he headed straight to Central.

Silver’s father had fallen ill and passed away in 2005. It was up to Silver
and his brother, Jeff, to keep the family business running. “My brother and I
were thrown into the situation,” Silver said. “The first couple years, it was just
training and learning.” He credited the employees who worked there with help-
ing to keep the business running during the transition.

“My brother was already involved in the business,” Silver said, and Jeff is
now the production manager, “running the back of the house,” Silver said. Jeff
manages the hands-on part of the operation.

“I run the front of the house,” Silver said. “I’m passionate about business.”
While a lot of people in the auto recycling industry are building race cars or
have other auto-related hobbies, Silver said it’s not a distraction for him. When
he goes to an auction, he’s buying cars that are best for resale rather than look-
ing for cars for his own hobby. “I don’t consider myself a car guy.”

Silver joined the business just 6 years ago – a short time compared to the 34
years the company has been in business. There are 15 employees and the com-
pany is at its third location due to expansions, “and we’re getting close to out-
growing it,” Silver said.

Unlike many recycling facilities that hover at the edge of cities, Central is
really central – almost in downtown Denver. “It cuts our delivery time down,”
Silver said, which is a good thing since the company offers free delivery to a
large geographical area.

Central is a high-tech auto recycler, with inventory and yard management
systems that can locate any part in seconds. It also networks with other compa-
nies across the nation, which makes it easier for the end user to use one local
source to find parts that might be scattered across the country.

“We’re progressive,” Silver said. When he came to the company, the inven-
tory system was being run on a DOS-based computer system but Silver upgrad-
ed it to “the biggest, baddest program out there” to manage the inventory.

He has also streamlined the dismantling process, so the engine and trans-
mission are removed completely, and other high-demand items are also removed
and put into stock. The rest of the car is put on stands where it might sit for 8-12
months before all the parts are sold.

This new process means that when a customer calls for a part, it’s likely that
it has already been removed from the car and is inventoried and ready to sell. “It
made every single other part of the business more productive,” Silver said.

Customers these days are about 75 percent wholesale and 25 percent retail
– with the retail portion growing. Not long ago, retail sales accounted for just 15
percent.

To help accommodate the increase in business, a building addition and 2
new dismantling bays have increased the capacity by 50 percent. To improve
production, employees are now paid on an incentive basis.

But growth wasn’t always a good thing. “When I first started here, I felt
comfortable with trying to grow sales. I got a little ahead of myself,” Silver said.
“I learned a lot about how a company functions. You can’t push one part of the
business.”

While Silver enjoys running the business, he said the biggest challenge for
the company is legislative. Unlike some companies, he’s not dealing with too
much regulation, but too little. He explained that there’s no barrier to anyone
bidding on salvaged cars in Colorado, so people come in from out of state or
even out of the country to buy cars. 

Even more distressing to him is that many cars are sold on good titles rather
than salvage titles, which makes them more attractive to buyers who want to
rebuild the cars and sell them as though they were never declared “totaled” by
an insurance company. Some people buy cars just for the paperwork, transfer-
ring the VIN number from one car to another – which can make a stolen vehicle
easy to sell.

Silver isn’t content to grumble about legislation, though. He belongs to a
group that is hoping to work on legislation “to correct what we feel is a con-
sumer hazard. We believe that vehicles that were declared a total loss should be
on a salvage title. They can be rebuilt, but the consumer should know.”

Silver said he drives a rebuilt car, but he knows what was wrong with it, and
he knows who rebuilt it. But with current regulation, consumers could be driving
cars that were seriously damaged and rebuilt. “A lot of people would want to
know that,” he said. And if he gets his way, eventually people will know.

A Closer Look
Central Foreign Auto Parts

Ben Silver • 800-869-9025

by Donna Currie

Ford recycles soybeans in
engine seals and gaskets

Ford and supplier Recycled Poly-
meric Materials (RPM) have found a
way to put discarded tires to good use.
By combining recycled tires with bio-
renewable content, they are delivering
environmentally friendly seals and gas-
kets for Ford Motor Company vehicles.

The gaskets and seals are derived
from 25 percent post-consumer particu-
late from recycled tires and 17 percent
bio-renewable content from soy.

In total, more than 2.2 million
pounds of rubber from recycled tires
has been made into RPM seals and gas-
kets and more than 210,000 used tires
have been recycled. Additionally,
150,000 pounds of soy have been used
to create the materials.

The seals also offer weight savings,
with more than 1,675 tons of weight
removed from Ford vehicles on the
road.

“When it comes to finding a way to
use more renewable and recyclable con-
tent in our vehicles, Ford and our sup-
pliers are looking at every part of a
vehicle,” said Dr. Cynthia Flanigan,
technical leader, Research and Innova-
tion. “As long as an application makes
sense and upholds strict quality stan-
dards, we’ll look to get these sustain-
able materials inside our vehicles.”

The sustainable gaskets were first
introduced to Ford in 2008 and have
now expanded to include 11 vehicles.

Removal effort proceeds
at Maine junkyard

On August 1, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) began an
effort to remove hazardous materials
from the Lucas Enterprises site, in Vas-
salboro, Maine. The removal project is
expected to take approximately four to
six weeks. 

The Lucas Enterprises facility is
currently a 3.5 acre inactive automotive
junkyard. An EPA site investigation of
the property revealed that the surface
soils on the premises are contaminated
with lead and volatile organic com-
pound (VOCs). Due to the proximity of

this facility to 17 neighboring resi-
dences, EPA will remove the contami-
nated soil and return clean fill to the
areas that are disturbed. The hazardous
soil collected will be disposed of at an
offsite facility certified to handle con-
taminated material.

In addition, the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection will be hir-
ing a contractor to remove tires from
the property, and will test nearby drink-
ing water wells to confirm that the
water is safe for consumption.
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piles 200 to 300 yards long, 6 stories
tall and 100 yards wide in a matter of 2
to 3 weeks. There were a lot of vehi-
cles being scrapped at first and there
still are. There were 18,000 cars
totaled out in Joplin that day according
to FEMA.”

Claudia Jeffries, a manager at
Freeman Auto Salvage in Joplin has not
seen too many wrecked vehicles. “What
we have gotten in have been only the
ones with liability insurance only. The
ones with full coverage get taken by the
insurance company and distributed to
the different salvage pools in the sur-
rounding area. We’ve received about
110 cars so far.”

Business has picked up tremen-
dously at Steve’s Frame and Auto Body
according to owner Steve Chenault.
“We were fortunate that our facilities
were not hit by the tornado. We had
three of our employees who lost their
homes totally and others who suffered
damage.” 

Steve’s has been in business since
1981, employs 22 people and operates a
23,000 sq. ft. full service auto body
repair and frame straightening service.
“Before the tornado it had been slower
than normal because of the economy,
which hit the Midwest about a year
ago, but this was really a strong shot in
the arm for everyone.

“You hate to have business because
of someone’s misfortune, but that’s life.

It does happen. I feel badly for people
who did not have insurance, but I don’t
understand our government and FEMA.
They were not only sending people
here, but to every shop in the area to get
a damage estimate, which takes two or
three hours to do properly. They wanted
us to do them for free and I guess they
are going to pay for the repairs.”

He continued, “Probably my
biggest complaint is with the insurance
industry. Their catastrophe teams come
in and write a fast, glance-at-it estimate
and the average consumer gets cheated.
They figure about half of the actual
damage. The consumer takes that
money and the insurance companies are
saving billions of dollars by doing it
that way. It really makes it hard for us,
or other repair facilities to take an esti-
mate generated by the insurance com-
pany that way and schedule that car
based on the information on that sheet
because when you get the car in here
there’s much more damage.

“Flying debris, just things flying in
the air was probably the biggest thing.
It broke out windows and damaged
sheet metal. A normal fender bender
can take two to four days, but a storm
damaged vehicle can take three to four
weeks. It throws a monkey wrench in
your daily operations to take on a com-
plete paint job. We haven’t painted a
car complete in probably 10 years. A
lot of these cars are damaged on every
panel. It’s very time consuming the way
the new paints are. Everything has to be
disassembled. You have to remove han-
dles and trim off the vehicle. You can’t

tape-off with masking tape like we used
to.” 

“We are now probably running 50
or 60 estimates a day where normally
we would write 8 or 10. We are now
backlogged about six weeks, but we are
trying to save a little time in the midst
of all this chaos. We’ve gone in and
replaced windshields, back windows
and door glasses to make cars tem-
porarily drivable and then schedule
other repairs latter on.” 

Chenault told us about an unusual
phenomenon that has occurred over the
past few weeks that is causing even
more auto damage. People are visiting
Joplin to view the tornado damage. As
they drive though town gawking at the
rubble they often stop suddenly and the
car behind runs into them. “You try to
set some time to help these people but
it’s hard to tell them that you can’t for
several weeks.

“We’ve hired two extra people, but
in our industry it’s very hard to get
good technicians. Anyone who is any
good is usually already working. You
have a lot of people that think they are
body people, but they are really not and
cannot meet our quality standards.

“We have a lot of scrap metal com-
ing off of cars. We have people that
have been coming by here for years and
haul it over to Commercial Metals
Company for recycling,” Chenault
concluded. 

Danny Vandever, marketing man-
ager at Commercial Metals Company
said that the tornado passed five blocks
south of their scrap metal yard and they

escaped damage. “We were lucky. All
of our employees survived it. Several of
them lost everything, but we’re helping
them all get through it, making sure
they are taken care of. We are very for-
tunate that all of our employees and all
their families survived.” 

“We put on a few extra people.
Anytime we get busy we always direct
traffic. We’ve had to do that before the
tornado hit. We have a plan in place for
when the traffic starts backing out, but
we just had to do it a little more often
after the tornado. We’ve been here for
40 years at this location right in the
middle of town. We’ve always had a lot
of peddler and industrial trade so we
are always busy,” he said.

“It was busier than normal. There
were lots of people out there. The city
was allowing them to clean up scrap
metal from the curb out. There was not
a giant amount of tonnage, but there
was a lot of volume, mostly tin, iron
and nonferrous. The bulk of it came in
from long time customers. The traffic
count is way up, but the tonnage is not
up that much because the material did
not weigh very much, mostly sheet
metal, old appliances and things like
that, probably accounting for a 25 per-
cent increase in volume.”

“We didn’t get in any cars. My
guess they are being stacked up and
they’ll be going to salvage pools
because most of them were late models
cars. I’m sure they will be going to the
salvage yards and will be parted out
before they are scrapped.”

Tornado cars
■Continued from Page 1

Two friends rented a boat and fished in a lake every day. One day they caught 30 fish. The first guy exclaimed to his friend, “Mark this spot so that we can come back
here again tomorrow!”

The next day, when the two were driving to rent a boat, the same guy asked his friend, “Did you mark that fishing spot?”
His friend replied, “Yeah, I put a big ‘X’ on the bottom of the boat.” The other guy moaned, “You stupid fool! What if we don’t get that same boat today!?”
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75hp motor, 10" cylinder, new PLC and hydraulic parts. Baler and auto 
tie completely refurbished. We’ll paint it your color.                       $69,000

BALEMASTER 4475G10 AUTOTIE BALER

SEE IT RUNNING. Spare parts  19,000 hours.                                 $165,000
1995 HARRIS ABS 550

LIKE NEW 2010 Overbuilt auto baler/logger very low hours. Excellent 
condition. Immediately available.                                                      $425,000

2010 OVERBUILT AUTO BALER/LOGGER

Fully refurbished Selco 2R12-75 two ram baler.  Allen Bradley controls, 
Accent 470 wire tier.                                    $158,000

SELCO 2R1275 TWO RAM BALER
ATV 2012 & ATV 1012 portable Scale with weight display and printer.  
30’ total of portable scale.               $25,000

RICE LAKE WEIGHING SYSTEM

It’s powered by 2 Waukesha 1,600 HP 
diesel motors in good condition.

New spare spider rotor, 
2 complete sets of additional liners.
Many additional spare parts and hammers.

Complete ferrous down stream less than ten years old.

Air Knife, two Eriez 54” drum magnets, four man picking station, radial 
stacking conveyor. Cat Track Infeed Conveyor, double infeed rollers.

New rubber belting for all conveyors. New rotor bearings and bearing 
housings. This system averages 60 to 65TPH output. 

NEWELL 80 x 104 Auto ShredderNEWELL 80 x 104 Auto Shredder

old

IT WILL PAY FOR ITSELF
IN UNDER 1 YEAR.

Very Good
Condition

MANY, MANY EXTRAS for only $1,500,000

AUTO LOGGER and Metal baler. Good condition.                           $175,000
2005 COLMAR B5500 


